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Traffic jam on computer superhighway
Computer Science department struggling to keep up with lightspeed technological advances
And you thought the lunch
lines were crowded.
Students venturing into any of

Brandon Justice
Staff Writer
the three main computer labs on
campus this year have been findfind
ing long lines, slow computers,

or a lack of desired programs.
Interviews with several camcam
pus officials reveal that the roots
and solutions of these problems
lie in many different areas, and
that at this point, there are no
immediate solutions.
The primary cause for concern
among most students is getting

logged on to the new computer
network on campus. The labs
have all received updates of some
sort, be it software or the actual
network itself, and this has concon
tributed, in part, to the increase
in traffic in the computer labs.
All of the PCs in the Sanderson
and Mills labs now run the WinWin

dows NT Workstation, which
boasts many benefits when comcom
pared to last year’s
year's network, but
these benefits have generated adad
ditional student interests that
have not been present in years
past.
Director of Technology SerSer
vices Rob Richmond explained

B ig PLANs
P lans FOR
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BIG
D edicatio n CEREMONIES
C erem onies
DEDICATION
Professor Phillip Johnson, a noted
Uni
author and law professor at the University of California at Berkley, will

Rhett Bentson
Assistant News Editoi:
Editor

Jen
Jen Shaw

The New Mills Science Building provides for a 55
re
percent increase in science faculty and the reestablishment of physics and math majors.

be speaking at the dedication for Mills
Hall on October 24. Johnson's
Johnson’s address
will mark the beginning of two days of
dedica
festivities commemorating the dedication of Covenant College's
College’s new acaaca
demic science facility, Mills Hall.
Johnson is a prominent speaker on
issues concerning modern intellectual
and academic culture. His address is
titled The Coming Transformation of
Science, and will be given at 7:30 p.m.
Johnson has written several books.
His most recent book, Reason in the
Balance, is a continuation of arguments
he began in a previous book entitled

Darwin on Trial.
Both books ~e
are concerned with
Darwin’s work on
the implications of Darwin's
evolution and the relevance it has in
modern day culture. Because of these
books Johnson has a large following
inter
among Christians who have an interest in such subjects.
. The formal dedication ceremony
will occur during chapel on Friday
Oct. 25. The speakers will be Dr.
Kathy Thiessen, an alumnus of CovCov
enant who now has her doctorate in
biology; Covenant professor of scisci
ence Ray Dameron; and Covenant
Board of Trustees chairman Joel Belz
who is also a Covenant alumnus.
They will be expressing their thanks
for the building and will comment on
Please see Mills
M ills
on page 3

that the new system allows stustu
dents to have their own accounts,
the ability to manipulate their
desktops, and access to their own
e-mail -— functions that were not
available in years past.
Richmond feels that one large
reason for the crowded labs is the
increase in enrollment.
enrollm ent. With
about 100 additional students and
e-mail accounts for every stustu
dent, the labs have been 1n
in high
demand Tn
Tn the past, e-mail acac
demanrl
counts were limited to students
who had taken a class in which
the use of electronic mail was
taught.
The addition of e-mail has
been both a blessing and a curse.
Access to this beneficial tool
seems to have attracted many
people who are not exactly
exactly
“heavy users.”
be
"heavy
users." They have be“check
come almost addicted to "checkmail,” which has concon
ing their mail,"
sisted of mostly junk
junki mail from
mes
users who insist on sending messages to everyone on the system,
a problem that has disgruntled
many.
The fact that e-mail is now
campus-wide has left students
.campus-wide
with another question: "Why
“Why is
there no e-mail program in the
Macintosh lab in the library?"
library?”
contain other
The Mac lab does con.tain
Please see Computers
Com puters
on page 3

Indictntent
Indictment brings closure to New Era scandal
John Bennett, the director of
the bankrupt New Era charitable
foundation, was indicted Sept. 27

Rob Peck
News Editor
on 82-counts of fraud on charges
univer
that he bilked museums, universities, and other non-profit groups
of $132 million.
The indictment brings some
closure to the scandal which
rocked the charitable community
at large and Covenant College in

particular. The New Era Scandal
is considered by some to be the
largest case of charitable fraud in
U.S. history.
Between June and April of
1995 Covenant College invested
Bennett’s FoundaFounda
$2 million in Bennett's
tion of New Era Philanthropy.
ised to
The foundation prom
promised
double that money in about six
m onths with matching
m atching funds
months
from anonymous wealthy donors.
The only problem was that the
donors did not exist. Bennett was

using money from new investors
to pay off old investors.
New Era returned approxiapproxi
million to Covenant
mately $1.7 miliion
before it went bankrupt in May
of 1995. The local foundation
that got Covenant involved with
New Era has covered the rest of
Covenant’s losses so that in the
Covenant's
end, Covenant faces no net loss.
“But their are a number of exex
"But
pectations for getting money
back that will never happen. And
that would have been money for

endow
financial aid and faculty endowment (approximately $3.7 milmil
lion total) and several areas of
im provem ent,” exex
physical improvement,"
plained Bob Harbert, vice presi
presiadministra
dent of finance and administration.
Overall, this has been a major
lead
learning experience for the leadership of Covenant college
“Never again will we make a
"Never
decision this important over the
phone,”
phone," said President Frank
Brock. “But
"But I think that even if

the entire board [[of
of trustees] met
together, we would have made
sam e decision we did.
the same
it’s just made me more
Frankly, it's
general.”
skeptical of people in general."
“I
President Brock also noted, "I
believe his [Bennett's]
[Bennett’s] motives
were right, but what he did was
just wrong. It was almost like the
whole scheme [with matching

Please see New Era
on page 3
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Constructive
complainingg is effective
ve complainin
Constructi
For some strange reason, complaining constructive complaining.
talkConstructive complaining means talk
is a lot of fun.
fun . It happens every day. All
ing
to
right
people
about
you
matters
the
It
on.
going
is
around you complaining
on.
be
upon
for
the
good
improved
could
feel
you.
may even be coming
corning from
community. To call it "com“com
born
we're
something
It'sIt’s
a lot.
something
we’re
born of the entire community.
it aitlot.
I do do
plaining”.
is
actually
misleading.
A
better
plaining''.
knowing how to do. Usually we complain
way
to
it
is
“suggestions
for
improve
improve"suggestions
put
because we are not happy. Whether it be
com
ment." When deciding on a topic to comlong lunch lines or not enough fountain ment.”
"Will
plain
about,
ask
yourself,
“Will
changing
or
computers
drink selections, not enough
of students
majority-of
the wrong kind of programs, or reading this matter benefit the majority
gripe
this
just
a
personal
that I
is
or
here,
bortoo
and
bor
assignments that are too long
with?"
to
deal
with?”
learn
should
ing, we do a lot of complaining.
sugStudent Senate wants to hear your sug
enDean of Students Scott RayJnond
Raymond en
too.
have
power
to
guys
These
gestions
courages complaining —
that
is,
construc
construccom- change things, and they have the wisdom
tive complaining. "We'd
“We’d rather see com
That’s why we
plaining than complacency,"
complacency,” he told stustu and the ambition to do it. That's
dent leaders at
~t the Student Leadership voted them into the positions they hold.
year's
Conference in August. It’s
It's true. Scott President Matt Lindley says this year’s
— to take
proactiveRaymond and President Brock and all Senate is striving to be proactive
those administration guys start getting care of little problems before they become
worried if they don't
don’t hear complaints big problems. Help them meet their goal
about the way things are run around camcam by taking your problems to them early.
pus. If no one has any opinions to share, it Voice your opinions; show your mind is
working. If
If your complaints aren't
aren’t heard,
shows that no one cares.
can’t be attended to.
Before they end up getting flooded with they can't
cam
Sitting right in the middle of the camdis
thousands of personal gripes from discom
we've got $6.2 million proof that comgruntled students, I ought to re-emphasize pus we’ve

the
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plaining to the right people gets things
depart
done. Many years ago, the science department began recommending that Covenant
invest in a whole new building dedicated
to science. It wasn't
wasn’t just something they
wanted so they would have somewhere to
store their beakers. The science building
is something that will benefit the whole
school. Complain for the sake of others.
But remember, be patient. We don't
don’t always
get immediate results. They had to wait a
long time. So may you.
The additional line dividers in the Great
Hall is another instance of proof; the 24
hour computer
com puter labs in Founders and
Carter, another. So next time you feel like
complaining about the food, talk to the
cooks; next time you want to complain
o mputer
about computers, talk to the c_
computer
staff; next time you want to complain
about chapel, talk to the chaplain; next
time you want to complain about your
arber.
haircut, talk to your barber.
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quagmire, college IDust
must take a stand
PCA a quaginire,
Dear Editor,
- The fuss within the Presbyterian Church
dis
College's disin America about Covenant College’s
college's
play of Ed Knippers’
Knippers' art and the college’s
response to the whole matter are telling of
both the church’s
school’s charac
characchurch's and the school's
ter.
Before relevant events at the Assembly
are discussed, it is important to note the
tragic twist that this situation has taken.
When the Bagpipe originally printed “the
"the
Knippers story,"
story,” the controversy had little
to do with the artist's
artist’s aesthetic or religious
integrity.
The controversy that arose concerned a
illfully destroyed
willfully
vandal who had w
another’s property without remorse in the
another's
name of Christ on the college campus. Art
was not the issue, crime was the issue.
Brock failed to properly
But President :erock
address the crime (see my article in the
Bagpipe 12 Apr. ‘96)
'96) and it came back to
haunt him. By not seeking retribution from
. the criminal, he communicated that the
criminal was justified. Thus, the criminal’s
criminal's
priorities were reinforced, and popular
opinion in the church turned against the
college.
At the General Assembly, Brock dede
cided against taking a stand on the educaeduca
tional appropriateness ooff displaying

Knippers’
“state
Knippers' work and offered a short "statement”
instead.
The
committee
responsible
ment"
Assemfor the matter recommended to the Assem
bly that they receive the statement as "a
“a
suitable response to this incident.”
incident."
In his statement, Brock confessed to
erring "in
“in exhibiting the paintings.”
paintings." He
went on to "confidently
“confidently assure"
assure” the com
comopmittee that "the
“the faculty of the college op
erates and will continue to operate in acac
cordance with the W
estminster Stan
StanWestminster
dards.”
dards."
Three things stand out to me here. First,
·Three
Brock has since defended his failure to
present a full explanation of the art dis
display by saying that the General Assembly
“was
place” to do it. But where
"was the wrong place"
in the world would be a better place?
Where else than in the ·cchurch
hurch courts can
we set the record straight? Brock’s
estiBrock's esti
mation of the church seems quite low.
doesn’t consider them fit to
Perhaps he doesn't
hear sound reasoning.
Second, Brock did not specify to the
committee why the exhibiting of the paint
paintings was an error. Such a simple confes
confession seems duplicitous. Brock left the
committee with the impression that we
shouldn’t have displayed the paintings at
shouldn't
all, yet he qualified his confession to ev
everyone back at school.

Third, Brock specifies that only the facfac
ulty will operate in accordance with the
Westminster Standards. It is clear that the
president cannot guarantee the college as
a whole will oper_
operate
ate in accordance with
the Westminster Standards, if for no other
reason, because icons of Christ hang in the
chapel windows.
In this matter, I sympathize with Mr.
Brock. He is in a very difficult situation,
because he is in a very confused denomi
denomination. Here people are accusing him of
ignoring the Scriptures, and yet no one
agrees what the Scriptures teach.
The Westminster Standards state that the
second commandment forbids picturing
Christ. Yet the chapel icons are defended
de
on the basis of a decision made by a denomination that later joined the PCA. And
the PCA "has
“has never debated the issue,”
issue,"
Brock’s knowledge, as he
according to Brock's
stated in a memo.
mat
So what is the conclusion of the matter? In my opinion, Covenant College will
purcontinue to suffer and its educational pur
poses will continue to be frustrated as long
as it fails to address the issues and take a
stand in this ideological quagmire called
the Presbyterian Church in America.
—Greg
-Greg Baus
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enate appoints four new
Senate
Student -S
committees in an effort to be proactive
-

stu
Covenant curriculum that requires stucer
dents to complete practical work. It is certainly appropriate to teach the concept of
serving by doing menial tasks, but most
importantly the name should accurately
describe the function of the program.
The Longevity Committee is currently
discussing how Senate-sponsored clubs at
effi
Covenant College can be run more efficiently. Their main priority is to create
manuals to define the leadership positions
within these clubs. ''Basically,"
“Basically,” says chair
chairman Matt
“we want detailed job
Ma:tt Lindley, "we
descriptions.” The problem, currently, is
descriptions."
that leaders within .the associations are
usually only in those positions for a year
..
· or two
tw o..
The Student Senate does not wish to
clubs are run,
establish the way various clobs
“clarifying
instead they are interested in, "clarifying
the Senate's
Senate’s relationship with the clubs."
clubs.”
expecta
The Senate wishes to clarify the expectations and opportunities of leaders in stustu
dent associations.
cre
The Parking Committee has been creneces
ated to allocate parking fees to the necessary expenses. Though the committee was
not primarily created to deal with parking
problems, they do not deny them. They
recognize increased parking difficulty eses
pecially during the middle of the day and
for off-campus students. The committee
is discussing several options including a
few more small parking areas or increased
parking within presently established areas
areas...
The One Card System Committee will

be discussing the feasibility of a one card
system which would allow students to
perform a variety of tasks without cash.
cash.
card’s possibilities range from openopen
The card's
liing doors, to checking out books at the li
brary, to
fo recording chapel attendance, to
paying for purchases in the Tuck Shoppe
Blink.
and the Blink.
One concern regards electric power. In
essencase of power failure, it would be essen
operbe
to
generators
emergency
tial for
oper
abfe
be
not
would
doors
the
or
ating,
able to be
opened.
“Realistically, it's
it’s not going to happen
"Realistically,
right away,"
away,” says Matt Lindley, "but
“but it is a
highly rated priority among the student
leaders." There is still disagreement about
leaders.”
the system, and to what extent it should
be used.
con
In addition to investigating these concerns, the Student Senate is looking at
Col
· computer accessibility at Covenant Colwith
S enate is concerned w
ith the
lege. Senate
college’s computer labs and availability.
college's
Though there has been great improvement
over the past several years regarding the
ability to log on and user-friendliness, the
Senate still sees room for improvement.
No committee has been formed, but
sophomore class president Matt Monahan
has agreed to lead an investigation to exex
plore the possibilities of increasing comcom
puter availability. The cost of purchasing
high quality computer equipment is one
of the biggest components in the decision
·
making process.

“currently,
not easily solved. He feels that "currently,
the college is not able to provide the lab
support personnel needed to supervise lab
continuedfrom page 1
·
activity."
activity.”
useful programs such as Netscape and
Aside from enrollment, Sizemore noted
Microsoft Word, but it is often overlooked that the relocation of the Pentium lab from
as a useful resource, especially by new stustu Barnes to Mills has contributed greatly to
it’s lack ooff e-mail services.
the traffic problem. The lab used to be
dents, due to it's
stu
· Richmond explained that the difficulty considered out of the way by most stuin including this function in the lab with dents, but now it is located in the center
resi
the new system is practically impossible. of the campus directly between the resiin
These computers, which are considered by dence halls. Sizemore also noted the inassignments
“user-friendly,” tend to crease in computer-based assignpients
some to be more "user-friendly,"
be a lot more difficult to network than the being given by professors this year.
solu
more versatile PCs. Student Senate is now
There have been many suggested solulooking into the practicality of having the tions for how the campus might alleviate
Macintosh as a computer resource on cam
cam- these problems. The most obvious answer
to the problem seems to be more comput
computpus.
Another major concern among students ers. One room designated as a computer
Purchas
is the appropriateness of certain programs lab in Mills currently sits empty. Purchashow
available in an academic setting. Students ing these computers has been put off, howfunds..
pur- ever, due to a lack of funds
needing the computers for academic pur
depart
Sizemore does not feel that his departsuits have been held up, having to wait on
recogstudents playing computer games. Many ment is being short-changed. He recog
technol
“chat nizes that this is a fast-growing technolstudents have become addicted to "chatting”
ting" on the Internet, which also consumes ogy, and the school can only do so much
large amounts of lab time. Netscape has to keep up with a technology that seems
re- to be overtaking everyone. The fact is that
been a useful tool for information and re
search, but it has also been a distraction in a few years, the machines we have now
techno
for many students. These conflicts of inin will be obsolete in terms of their technoterest have caused a considerable amount logical value, and an institution of any size
of frustration for many users, and some could not afford to constantly meet these
have suggested that the use of these propro demands.
Another option which Senate has been
grams be restricted or even removed from
networklooking into is the possibility of network
the network altogether.
Director of Academic Computing Dr. ing the dorm rooms. Richmond, however,
Doug Sizemore said that the problem is was quick to downplay this as a viable

option.
“That’s really impossible,"
impossible,” he said.
''That's
Richmond said he had seen a petition
around school for a dorm network but it
would "basically
“basically require a donation of
realisaround a million dollars,”
dollars," hardly a realis
tic goal in light of other needs on campus.
difHe said that the labs themselves were dif
ficult enough to network, and the idea of
undoing this in two other buildings was un
realistic.
im
Not that the traffic in the labs is an impossible problem to solve. Eventually,
there will be additional computer labs on
stu
campus. But until that time arrives, students need to become more aware of the
available computing resources on campus.
The Mac lab is relatively unknown to most
new students, as are the two labs in Carter
and Founders which are now networked
and remain open 24 hours a day. When
Mills and Sanderson labs are full, these
labs usually still sit nearly empty.
The administration recognizes the fact
that the additional traffic in the labs is a
hindrance to both students and faculty and
solu
is working on solutions. But these solutions are not necessarily going to come
anytime soon. The best answer to current
pastudent unrest with the situation is pa
tience.
tience.
Sizemore says he has heard very few
stu
complaints and would appreciate it if students would share their frustrations with
him directly. His office extension is 1535,
and he can also be reached by e-mail -— if
you can find an available computer.

In recent weeks the Student Senate has
been considering its priorities for this acaaca
estabdemic year. On Oct. 8 the Senate estab
lished four committees to deal with these

John Drake
Guest Writer

priorities: Servanthood Committee, LonLon
gevity Committee, Parking Committee,
Committee.
and the One Card System Committee.
Senate’s goal this year, according to
Senate's
probpresident Matt Lindley, "is
“is to stop prob
be a
to
want
We
begin.
they
before
lems
proactive (as opposed to a reactive) SenSen
ate."
ate.”
One issue at hand, with the Servanthood
Committee, is the influx of students into
the program with the large freshman class.
This concern speculates that there may not
be enough work for all freshmen to be
working under BEST.
Servant
Senate also wants to see the Servanthood program better integrated into the
Covenant curriculum. Currently, the SenSen
ate does not feel that the faculty or adminadmin
istration incorporates the Servanthood propro
cur
gram into their understanding of the curriculum.
is
The name Servanthood itself is an issue. Senate does not believe that the SerSer
vanthood
yanthood program is exactly what its name
implies; rather, it is a program within the

Computers
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New Era
continued from
f rom page 1
donors etc.] was just a hallucination in his
mind.”
mind."
ar
According to a Wall Street Journal article on Sept. 30 Bennett pleaded not guilty
and was released on bail, after posting his
daughter’s $115,000
$ 115,000 house. The
bail on his daughter's
judge noted that Bennett has told court
officials he suffered brain damage in a
1984 automobile accident and sometimes
Bennett’s atat
experiences hallucinations. Bennett's
torney also disclosed that he is currently
being treated by four psychiatrists and
Univermedical professionals at Harvard Univer
sity and the University of Pennsylvania.
Bennett, who may have diverted up to
foundation’s money for
$4.2 million of the foundation's
his own use, could face up to $28 million
in fines and 907 years in prison.

Mills
continued from page 1
what it means to the science prograin
program at
Covenant.
participating in a
The students will be participating.in
responsive litany of dedication in this cercer
emony.
aca
Friday afternoon there will be an academic symposium with Dr. Kenneth
Cov
Howell, Dr. Jitse van der Meer and Covenant professor of science Dr. Donald
Petcher.
Petcher.
Following their presentations, there
will be a panel discussion with all three
speakers and Professor Johnson. The
panel will be moderated by Professor
Henry F. Schaefer, a chemistry professor
at the University of Georgia and member
Covenant’s Board of Trustees.
of Covenant's
For many of the science majors, the
stu
symposium will be mandatory, but all students are strongly encouraged to attend.
The topics discussed will be of general
interest, according to Professor Charle~
Charles
Donaldson.
Donaldson is chairing the committee
oppor
that organized the dedication. The opportunity to chair the committee was his
“more than
chance to make the ceremony "more
dedication,” he said. "It
“It is a significant
a dedication,"
college..
..
....
step forward in the life of the college
Having people of this prominence help
helping to dedicate the building shows that
they see it as a significant event."
event.”
The new science building has had
many positive effects on Covenant.
Donaldson said the boost in enrollment is
one obvious effect. The building has also
provided better lab space and a faster comcom
puter network.

HELP WANTED
Men/Women earn $480 weekly
assembling circuit boards/elecEx
tronic components at home. Extrain.
perience unnecessary, will train.
lo
Immediate openings in your local area.
Call 1-520-680-7891 EXT C200
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The voice of a band Krying out in the wildernes
wildernesss
French Canadians can’t
don’t
can't spell. I don't
know if they have Sesame Street or not,
but if they do the members of The Kry

Michele Hardeman
A
& E Co-Editor
C o -E d ito r
A&E
apparently didn’t
“The
didn't watch it. Actually, "The
"A
3:3,
Kry”
was
by
Matthew
“A
inspired
Kry"
the·wilderness,
voice of one crying out in the
‘Prepare the way for the Lord, make paths
'Prepare
straight for Him.’”
Him.'" The K is for, well, just
because.
bekause.
Califor
Four years ago in Ocean Side, California, brothers Jean-Luc and Yves Lajoie got
together with the youth pastor at their
church, Pete Nelson, and started The Kry
(Jean and Yves are originally from QueQue
dis
bec City, and were quick to make the distinction that they are French-Canadian -—
hence the accents.) Last Wednesday I was
able to distract them from their sound
questions.
check long enough to ask a few questions.

saved?
Jean: I think it doesn't
doesn’t matter. A lot of
con
Christians get blessed through our con...
certs. Not because of us ...
Pete: More Christians than non-Chrisnon-Chris
they're
tians come to our concerts, but they’re
going to bring their friends so we see it as
with. . . We couldn't
couldn’t do it with
an opportunity ...
They’re
out the Christian community. They're
mainly the ones who buy our records and
bring
there’s an
brini us to be in concerts so there's
.. . .
them ....
audience there with them
M: Would you be willing to tone down
the spirituality of your music if it meant a
larger, more mainstream following?
it’s important to realreal
Pete: I think that it's
ize that Jesus always communicated in
ways that were right for who he was speakspeak

don’t want to preach at people and make
don't
them feel bad but we want to tell them the
truth. That’s
That's really important to us. We try
to just be careful. We feel every song is
don’t want to
important to God and we don't
mess with souls. That’s
Satan’s business.
That's Satan's

M: What do you think of the view that
classical music is a more disciplined form
disciof worship, and it leads to a more disci
plined life in Christ?
Pete: Jesus said that those who worship
me will worship me in spirit and in truth.
It’s not related to a certain style of music
It's
or worship. Everyone worships differently.
worship- are we worship
The important thing is —
ping God in spirit and truth, worshipping
God in the presence of the Holy Spirit,
being prompted by the Holy Spirit? ...
... I
think that’s
that's what stimulates worship. It has
nothing to do with music. Music changes

toWe've been playing to
Pete: All of us. We’ve
playwe've been play
gether for four years, and we’ve
ing more and more like a band. It seems
like all of us rubbed off on each other..
..
other. ...
It’s like a lot of these songs that are culcul
It's
minated are from just being together and
playing together, like we’re
we're fused together.

M: When you were little kids, did you
like to dress up as band members and sing
for your imaginary friends?

M: Do you actually try to sit and write a
song or do they just happen, like in the
middle of dinner and you have to scribble
napkin ...
on a napkin...

Jean: Me and my brother did a lot of
that, how you call, lip-synching, to the
B eatles..
. . ....
Beatles

It's different. Sometimes as we
Jean: It’s
think of some music we actually hear
words; sometimes you have music, but
you can't
can’t think of what to talk about;
don 't
sometimes you have lyrics, and you don’t
know how to put it to music. It's
It’s a lot of
fun. Often it comes from a verse. We think
bethis is an issue we should talk about, be
it's so important to everyone in this
cause it’s
generation..
. . so it’s
it's usually a verse that
generation ....
strikes something in us, that we think it is
something to sing about.

M: Why did you start The Kry?
M:
Jean: Out of a desire to encourage the
youth around the world to follow Jesus and
with him. Pete had been a youth
fall in love with-him.
pastor for six years at the church we started
going to when we got saved
saved___Yves
and
. .. . Yvesand
I also had a desire to be youth ministers.
ministers.
M: Why music?
music?

listen
Jean: My brother and I grew up listening to all kinds of music. We wanted to
play music all our lives. Its nice to be able
to preach the Gospel through music. The
music itself is nice but to see people
change, to see people coming to the Lord,
. . That's
That’s what re
repeople getting saved . ..
ally matters.
M: Do you play more towards the unun

Jean: Some of them we write together;
written.
some of them are individually written.

M: What about the music?

Jean: When we were trying to come up
Jean:
with a name, we looked through the Bible
back and forth, through the dictionary,
asked our youth group to help us find a
name. "Life
“Life is like the wilderness
· cool name.
crying out"
out” didn't
didn’t sound like a band name,
Kry; and K because
so [we chose] The Kry,
we’re
can’t spell.
we' re French Canadian, and we can't

Pete: I think the Lord uses it. A lot of
people say, “How
"How can God use rock and
roll, loud music?”
It’s not that the music
music?" It's
there's no power in rock and
itself is bad, there’s
roll_
methofmeth
kindsof
allkinds
usesall
Goduses
thinkGod
roll. ._. .IIthink
ods in all kinds of ways to reach people.
And music is a big part of our society.
ev
Music is very influential on kids and everybody. The power is in the gospel, the
power’s
power's in the message. The music is just
a tool that the Lord chooses to use.

M: Do you write your songs together?

Jean's the only one who writes
Pete: Jean’s
them by himself; otherwise it's
it’s a colleccollec
tive effort.

M:
“The
I'll start with the basics. Why "The
M: I’ll
Kry?"
Kry?”

Jean: It's
It’s fun.

could sing along. That inspired me to want
actuto write songs that someone could actu
ally remember the melody to and go home
it’s a good
and have it in their head; and if it's
message, not only is it catchy and they
can’t get it our of their heads, but it's
it’s also
can't
the lyrics that go with it, playing in their
head. That's
That’s what I think our music is —
hopefully. We're
We’re not trying to copy anyany
some
one, so we ask the Lord to give us someit's
thing that is fresh and original, but it’s
hard. The Bible says there is nothing new
there's always a little
under the sun, so there’s
“Hey, you
resemblance. Someone will say, "Hey,
look like so-and-so,"
so-and-so,” or “you
"you sound like
so-and-so” ...
. . . It doesn't
doesn’t matter to us. We
so-and-so"
that's different, but
try to do something that’s
it's very hard. _
it’s

ConnonKirby

M: Would you say that you gear your
music more towards evangelism or to give
glory to God?

M: How would you describe your mu
music?

Am
ix___When
want
wewant
playwe
weplay
. . .. When we
mix
Jean: A
to play to God, and we write these songs
It’s definitely rock and roll
in worship. It's
worship, but it’s
it's a way to worship. We
worship Him first. We hope that people in
the audience who are Christians will join
us in singing to the Lord, and at the same
time we understand that God uses a song
to reach those around us in the crowd that
maybe don't
don’t know the'Lord, and are seesee
ing everyone singing to the Lord, thinkthink
ing, "Man,
“Man, I wish I could be part of that
family. It seems like they really know the
God they sing about.”
about." So we kind of know
that all happens as we sing, but we per
personally are going to try not to entenain
entertain
but enter into ourselves, we need to enter

The Kry entertains, but their main focus is on spreading the gospel.

ing to. When he talked to the Pharisees, it
was in one tone of voice with a certain
language; and when he talked to a farmer,
a common person, it was in another tone
..
voice ....
of voice..

It's the truth that we want to stick
Jean: It’s
to. The way we share the truth is different
sometimes in different songs, but the truth
is something we want to stick to, so we
always balance the songs. We write songs
with the Bible, because we don't
don’t want to
anybody_
people
aspeople
far as
Asfar
.._. .As
ever mislead anybody
wondering if we’ll
we'll ever be on MTV or
secular radio -— if God wants us to be
there, we’d
we'd love to, because those are the
people we target, people who listen to
people
don’t know about Jesus
music already but don't
and the truth. But that would have to be
misGod. We feel we have a mission: our mis
don't
sion is to evangelize the world. We don’t
want to sound preachy in our songs; we

every generation.

It’s horrible___[just
I'd
kidding]I’d
horrible .... [justkidding]
Jean: It's
say, melodic. Alternative.
Alternative. The melodies
are important to us.

M: What tape is playing in your tour van
right now?
Pete: French music. French worship
music.

Jean: We could lie about our influences.
As I said, my brother and I grew up playplay
ing to the Beatles, mimicking the Beatles.
Beatles.
. . . My first year of writing songs [they]
...
really influenced me, because I thought
that was cool, that they could write a song
that was so catchy and the whole world

P
lease see Kry
Please
on page 16
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Legal enfor
enforcement
cement of the
Ten Comm
Commandments
andments

Le Penseur

implications
A look at four views and their implications
“Most Christians want to be good citi"Most
zens,”
zens," Darek Davis states in the beginning
of his article entitled Christian Faith and

Josh Good
Politics &
Opinion Co-Editor
"
Political Involvement in Today's
Today’s Culture
“but are confused by the demands of
War, "but
earth).”
dual citizenship (heaven and earth)."
“As a result,”
“they are
result," he continues, "they
"As
constantly wrestling with questions about
how their faith affects their politics. How
politically active should Christians be?
Does God use government as well as the
church to achieve spiritual goals? Does God
favor
favor the agenda of one political party over
that of others? Should the Ten Commandenforced?”
ments be legally enforced?"
We asked many of these same questions
two weeks ago in an introductory article
on government's
government’s proper role and in it promised to consider several of the differing responses embraced by contemporary American Christians. In this article, therefore, we
shall briefly look at four.

makesititclear
clearthat
thathe
hehimself
himselfisisthe
thefulfillfulfillmakes
ment
mentof
ofthat
thatlaw.
law.InInother
otherwords,
words,only
onlyinin
Christ
Christdo
dothe
themoral,
moral,civil,
civil,and
andceremonial
ceremonial
“biblical law”
law" find real
components of this "biblical
completion.
our
aboutour
But
observations about
otherobservations
twoother
Buttwo
Saviorare
arealso
alsorelevant.
relevant.First,
First,he
hecommands
commands
Savior
his followers
followerstotoobey
obey the
the secular
secularauthoriauthori
his
ties of Rome (Matthew 22:21), a state
whichcertainly
certainlywas
wasnot
notruled
ruledby
bystrict
strictbibbibwhich
lical law
law during
during his
his lifetime.
lifetime. Second,
Second, and
and
lical
perhaps more
more importantly,
importantly, though
though he
he had
had
perhaps
thepower
power to
to do
do so,
so,Jesus
Jesus never
nevertook
took steps
steps
the
to overthrow
overthrow Roman
Roman political
political rulers
rulers and
and
to
replace their
theirsecular
seculargovernment
government with
with Old
Old
· replace
Testament law.Testament law.
intoaa
peacefullyinto
enteredpeacefully
Christentered
Rather,Christ
- Rather,
culture governed
governed by
by secular
secular rule
rule to
to bring
bring aa
culture
spiritual, and
and not
not aapolitical,
political, kingdom.
kingdom. That
That
spiritual,
understanding, combined
combined with
with his
his clear
clear
understanding,
example
example to
to obey
obey state
state authorities,
authorities, seems
seems to
to
suggest
suggest the
the illegitimacy
illegitim acy of
of this
t response.
Reconstructionist
response,
Reconstructionis

The Reconstructi
Reconstructionists
onists

-

The
Reconstructionist
The first of these is the Reconstructionist
response, and its adherents essentially argue that the law of God, as given to the
nation of Israel by God in the Old Testament, is intended for all people of
o f all ages.
ages,
Adherents to this position, normally referred to as theonomists,
theonornists, argue from their
belief that, because Old Testament law was
provided for all nations of all times, "the
“the
United
States
is
duty
bound
to
install
poa
United
litical
system
based
entirely
on
biblical
litical
law."
· law.”
A critique of this position, however, proA
duces not only practical but also biblical
difficulties.
Practicallyspeaking,
speaking,thethepluralistic
pluralisticna-naPractically
ture
of
our
country
would
be legally
ture
crushed.
The
freedom
of
religion,
one of
crushed.
the
fundamental
components
of
the
Ameri. the
can Constitution,
Constitution, would be yanked from its
can
well-established place in our culture.
Further, the
the very
very definition
definition of
of our
our
Further,
country’s
system
of
literally
government,
country's
its "rule
“rule by the people,”
people," would cease to be
true in reality. Instead, one perspective
alone would be tolerated, one outlook en·alone
dorsed in law, and one religion legally enforced
forced upon all citizens.
In such
such aa system
system the
the separation
separation of
of
In
Church
affirmed
we
something
State,
and
Church
in our article last week, would also be demolished. Rather, the state would rule
strictly by the law of the Church.
strictly
But obvious
obvious practical
practical difficulties with
with
But
the
the Reconstruction of American politics,
though
they do make the position seem
though they
outdated,
outdated, do not dictate the moral illegitimacy
the outlook.
outlook.
of the
macy of
Quiteinterestingly,
interestingly,however,
however,aabiblical
biblical
Quite
analysis seems to speak out boldly against
it. We learn this especially by considering
the Old Testament law in light of the New
Testament revelation.
As we
we mentioned
mentioned two
two weeks
weeks ago,
ago,
As
Christ’s
Christ's testimony concerning the nature
and purpose of the Old Testament law

Right Right
The Religious
The Religious
aAsecond
thatofof
considerisisthat
agendatotoconsider
secondagenda
the Religious Right, aa group which many
0f American citizens know as the "Chris“Chrisof
tian
Coalition.”
tian Coalition."
Adherents to this Religious Right seek
not to build a strict theocratic state but what
"a more subtle yet pervaDavis argues is “a
principles into the
sive infusion ooff Christian principles
operates."
way
[our]
nation
operates.”
nation
[our]
way
thatAmeriThe
the
AmeriCoalitionisisthat
theCoalition
hopeofof
Thehope
become
can
can law will slowly but surely become
conthe con
by the
part, by
least in part,
“Christianized,”
"Christianized," at least
Chrisenacting Chrisbelievers enacting
ofbelievers
tinual
election of
tinual election
office.
tian law through the power of their office,
Right
Religious
the
speaking,
Practically
speaking,
the
Religious
Right
Practically
prayer
supporting prayer
bills supporting
typically
endorses bills
typically endorses
to
right to
the right
supports the
and supports
in
schools and
public schools
in public
In
square. In
public square.
in aa public
place
scenes in
nativity scenes
place nativity
Coalition
say, Coalition
to say,
this
safe to
seems safe
effort, itit seems
this effort,
Christ
ofChrist
kingdomof
the kingdom
thatthe
supporters
hope that
supporters hope
realm.
politicalrealm.
thepolitical
will
throughthe
furthered through
befurthered
will be
At first glance, this sounds pretty good
Christianity
since Christianity
to
many
all, since
After all,
us. After
ofus.
to many of
help
will help
endorsement will
isis true,
legal endorsement
its legal
true, its
not.not.
it or
desire
they
people
whether
they
desire
it or
whether
people
Christian
TheChristian
But
really?The
doesit itreally?
Butdoes
acproblem," ac"fundamental problem,”
Coalition’s
Coalition's “fundamental
cording to Davis, "is
“is its failure to deal with
adherits adherunity its
The unity
religious
pluralism." The
religious pluralism.”
unity,
religiousunity,
Americaisisreligious
forAmerica
ents
promotefor
entspromote
BudMuslims, BudJews, Muslims,
process, Jews,
thatprocess,
in that
and
and in
wayside.
thewayside,
bythe
leftby
areleft
dhists,
Hindusare
andHindus
dhists, and
that?
withwith
wrong
So what’s
wrong
that?
So what's
well
response
this
In In
analyzing
this
response
wewe
dodo
well
analyzing
to recall Christ's
Christ’s declaration that "My
“My kingThis
18:36)."This
(John 18:36).”
dom
world(John
thisworld
ofthis
notof
domisisnot
should
witnessshould
ourwitness
thatour
command
"suggeststhat
command“suggests
buildthebuildwiththe
not
concernedwith
primarilyconcerned
beprimarily
notbe
butaa
earthbut
on earth
ing
kingdoms on
Christian kingdoms
ofChristian
ing of
heavenly kingdom that will last forever."
forever.”
serve
and
work
course
WeWe
areare
of of
course
to to
work
and
serve
in in
be
should be
reason should
that reason
for that
this
and for
worldand
this world
But
politics.But
nationalpolitics.
andnational
localand
involved
involvedininlocal
founwithfouncitywith
''thecity
ininfaith
anticipate“the
weanticipate
faithwe
dations whose architect and builder is God
(Hebrews 11:10)."
(Hebrews 11:10).”

__ ____________________________
Please see The Civil Religionists
on
page
nextpage
onnext

Politics & Opinion Co-Editor

complishing man's highest potential and I
Disclaimer and encouragement 1believe
■ was Di. Dennison who told me that
jirisUrtle is one of the three hardest thinkers to comprehend in all of history. He is
llso certainly one ol the most piolilic Consequcntly, a column such as the “Pcnscur
■ l Jour" is not cut out for Aristotle, per se

Regarding forms of government. Aristotle, I
like Plato, was veiy antidemocratic. He lec-1
ognized three forms of government: king-1
ship, ansrnciiicy, and constitutional govern-1
ment. Each of these could be corrupted if I
tlic ruling class were to pursue il> on n in-1

■ sw e with this week's edition. Aristotle
is, nevertheless, one of the most seminal
thinkers in all of history in several areas of
thought, so it is worthwhile trying to undoi.stand some aspect’s ol some ol his
ijjioughL

corruptions were tyranny, oligarch). and de-1
mocracy, respectively. Out of the recog-1
sized forms of government, Aristotle pre-1
ferred a monarch) or an aristocracy. L-n-1
like his predecessor. Plain, Aristotle was I
lnghl> piagmatic (Plato always sought the I

' \v'-'.

, ■' ■;

■ V ~-.

' ; - -: v . ■

B ig such a nascent studj al this lime (since

virtuous men to rule. Since this ma\ not 1%I

Aristotle's importance to subsequent
thought can hardly be overestimated.

tutional government may he the bt“»t pos-1
sible alternative. In regard to democracy, 1
Aristotle called it the rule of the poor and I
despised the principles on which it was I
founded: popular sovereignty and indi-1
vidual liberty (obviously two principles that I
Americans value highly).

*Method and B readth Aristotle was
much more structured, systematic, and
analytical than Plato, though he too is often hard to pin down to definite positions.
pedic. He began his studies in medicine.
then moved on to biology, zoology, physit s. natural science, logic, metaphysics, esthetics. rhetoric. ps>chology. ethics, politics, and more. Unfortunately for us neophyte philosophers, due to the range and
complexity of his study, he does not al-

References/Associations
I
*The Lyceum As Plato’s school in Ath-1
ens was the A cadem y, Aristotle established I
the Lyceum which studied every branch of I
knowledge.
I

contradiction.

he actually studied under Plato at the Acad-1
emy for 20 years. Aristotle, however, Je-

riodicals devoted entirely to publishing

example, philosophy from the time of

*Plato and Aristotle Though Aristotle es-1

:
'

One highly significant characteristic of

chy which denigrated the flesh). Then between 1050 and 1200 A.D. Aristotle’s
works were rediscovered in several mon-

around teleology (i.e. the purpose or ultimale end or goal of a given thing shapes

were characterized by Scholasticism
(Aquinas) which is Aristotelian. The Ref-

claims that the State is the highest com-

Aquinas (whom they associated with the

Political Thought

... . '■

U. ;-v r-;v

■: 1

u•

telos is seeking his personal happiness
through farming, the State takes into consideration and transcends the individual
telos of each person or object in society by
also seeking the highest good —-moral life,
Unlike the modem thinkers whose presup-

lasticism of sorts (take for example Diderot
and the philosophes attempting to compile
the Encyclopedia of ail human knowledge,
Thus, between these two philosophers who
are so often confusing and unclear, a foundation was laid for almost all future schools

cept of the individual outside of the State,
It is man’s highest capability to live a moral

ception of postmodernism).
■

through the State, because only through it Aristotle within the scope of this article is
can man pursue go;ils higher than his own that teleology defines all aspects of thought
material and social welfare. Thus, the foun- and assigns value to each thing. (For Plato,
dational political principle for Aristotle is the key point was the hierarchical chain of
that the State alone is the vehicle for acbeing.)
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Life and death consequen
consequences
ces
of your voting decision
Ulman
Robert Illman
Staff Writer
We are closing in on election time, and hope
hopefully all of us who are eligible to vote are already
President-BIii
President Bill Clinton
registered and planning on participating. There
are many reasons to participate in the voting process, not the least of which is the blood
spilt by the revolutionary founding fathers and the great civil rights leaders of the past.
However, I will not be addressing those reasons here. Instead, I want to talk
tal~ about the
issues. which have life and death consequences.
present issues
Many people go to the voting booth with their minds made to vote along strict party
lines. They may have chosen their party based on who their parents voted for or based
on the fact that the other party was in power when they were thrown in jail for breaking
the law. Both of these reasons are insufficient and show a lack of responsibility in
regard to today's
today’s important issues.
There are two issues that I would like to address in this article. The first is the issue
of partial abortions, and the second is gun control.
A few weeks ago the Republican-controlled Congress tried to override Preside~t
President
Clinton's veto of a proposed law that would ban partial birth abortions. The number of
Clinton’s
"24 hour”
hour" laws passed by some of the states.
partial birth abortions has risen due to the “24
According to a report by National Public Radio, abortions overall have declined due to
the 24 hour wait a woman must go through before she can abort. Partial birth aborabor
tions, however, have increased. The anti-partial birth abortions law, then, had it been
enacted, could have saved lives.
The procedure for this abortion is so atrocious that even the media will only refer to
''the so-called partial birth abortion”
abortion" or the "late
it as either “the
“late term abortion.”
abortion." The fact is
that the baby is first partially birthed, feet first, then its brains sucked out causing its

skull to cave in. The body is then discarded. It is
a gruesome procedure of holocaust-like quality,
and yet it also is a reality.
The second issue I want to discuss is gun con
control. Many of you may think this does not have as
many repercussions, but it does. I will not go into
the Constitutional or Inherent Right arguments,
for to do so would only point out the obvious to
the oblivious. Instead I want to focus on recent Senator Bob Dole
studies done by several groups on gun control.
Many studies that have recently been released have made gun control extremists
nervous. At first these studies were attacked as being compiled by gun lobbyists (even
though all they did was use the Department of Justice's
Justice’s own figures) and therefore not
credible. Now,
Now; after National Public Radio and the University of Chicago have con
concluded similar studies, credibility has risen. The study has concluded that since several
states have passed concealment laws, those states also have seen a dramatic reduction
in violent crime. For example, the state of Florida, since passing its concealment law,
has seen a 25 percent reduction in yearly homicides. This is the reason for Tennessee’s
Tennessee's
new concealment law.
The authors of the study conclude that "By
“By the very nature of these guns being
concealed, criminals are unable to tell whether the victim is armed before they strike.
This raises criminals'
criminals’ expected costs for committing many types of crime.”
crime." Even those
who do not wish to carry will still benefit from the concealment laws.
After compiling the statistics, the authors projected the average reduction in crime
and concluded that since 1992, if the rest of the states had passed similar laws, 1,570
murders, 4,177 rapes, and 60,000 aggravated assaults could have been avoided.
These are just two issues involved in the election this November, and they both have life
and death consequences. For those of you who are not voting or those who are, you share
responsibility in these atrocities because of the nature of our democracy. Look at each issue
with seriousness and decide which side will most honor this nation before God.

continued from page 6
The Civil Religionists

truth.”
truth."
A third response to this question of
There very easily exists a tendency to
government's “proper
"proper role"
religion" to justify the political
government’s
role” which seeks to use "civil
“civil religion”
be somewhat more religiously tolerant and policies of a given administration. For exex
accommodating is that of the Civil Reli
country’s
Reli- ample, in his endorsement of our country's
gionists.
war in the Persian Gulf, President Bush
Supporters of this response argue that a claimed in 1992 that American soldiers
set of shared values which are less particu
“fought for good versus evil.”
particu- "fought
evil." In that
lar than Christianity can unite American speech, as Davis’
Davis' analysis rightly argues,
citizens. The hope is to
to attain, in the words the supposed unity which government of
of“public re
of Benjamin Franklin, a form of ''public
religion
re- ficials assumed of American civil religion
ligion" that joins together members of the “politicized
''politicized religion to make it a function
ligion”
nation.”
state based on generally-accepted prinprin of the nation."
ciples of common morality.
The tendency toward governmental dic
dicSpecifically, the principles around tation of good and evil is indeed a very dan
danwhich these adherents hope to unify citiciti . gerous phenomenon, as the situation in
zens are grounded in our shared Ameri
Ameri- Germany during World War II demonstated
can heritage and common belief that clearly.
"God"
“God” is generally sovereign over our
From another angle, the development
nation. The hope is that, to some extent, of a civil religion that unifies citizens
this civil "faith"
“faith” can be shared by peoples around government also tempts govern
governof diverse religious backgrounds.
ment officials to endorse one particular rere
Adherents to this position normally look ligion over others. The tendency for
to our national motto to support the influ
reliinflu- elected officials who endorse public reli
ence of their response in our country. As gion is to think of those they represent as
our currency proclaim
s, "In
“In God We a unified religious entity, which they are
proclaims,
Trust."
Trust.” Typically, Civil Religionists also not.
support the celebration of national holidays
Our analysis of the Civil Religionist’s
Religionist's
such as the Fourth of July, Memorial Day, response is, therefore, somewhat mixed. On
· and Thanksgiving. They applaud loudly to the one hand, healthy civic unity is not a
that political slogan which seems nowadays bad thing. To close a speech by asking
God's blessing on America, to celebrate Into end every Presidential speech: "God
“God God’s
In
Bless America.”
America"
na
dependence Day, and to appreciate our naBut what do such endorsements of Civil tional heritage are not things that are wrong
in and of themselves.
Religionists really mean?
An obvious concern, however, is the ten
The problem with this response for
tenChristians is adequately summarized in the dency that civil religion has to replace a
Per
words of John Swomley. As he states, the more substantive and particular faith. Per“a very haps we can see, therefore, that while civil
god of this civil religion can be "a
“civil religion,”
religion," in so far as
small and exclusive deity, a friend to Ameri
Ameri- unity is good, "civil
can power and prestige, and the object of a it implies a watered-down faith that rallies
national folk religion with little claim to citizens around government, is not.

The Pluralists
The fourth and final response we shall
consider in this article is that of the PluralPlural
ists. Its adherents differ from the others we
have examined thus far in that they begin
by accepting the existence of
o f differing re
religious groups within our nation and atat
tempt to tolerate them equally from a po
poperspective.
litical perspective.
Adherents to the Pluralist response rec
recognize our inability to establish a utopian
government on earth and, in their discusdiscus
sion of the role of the State, set aside divi
divisive religious questions. Instead, they seek
to "unify
“unify politically around a core of more
secularly-oriented concerns such as peace,
justice, liberty, and equality."
equality.”
Great pains have been taken by the
position's adherents to establish that plu
position’s
pluralism is not relativism. The pluralist posi
position does not concede that all religions are
equal in truth; rather, it argues that governgovern
ment is responsible to contribute to the gen
general welfare ooff all citizens, in all their relireli
gious diversity.
In the words of Dr. James Skillen, auau
thor of a textbook Covenant has used in its
core curriculum and the President of the
Association for Public Justice, “this
''this argu
argument for structural and confessional plu
pluralism is itself part of a civic-moral arguargu
ment for an integrally just state and not an
expression of moral relativism."
relativism.”
Admittedly,
Adm~ttedly, however, pluralism can
sound somewhat like compromise. In truth,
we believe that all religions are not equal,
so it seems like the abandonment of an opop
portunity not to realize Christian superiorsuperior
ity from a political perspective.
Again, however, we must think about
what composes the core of our faith.
Though God wants to draw people to him
him-

self (I Timothy 2:4), Christ drew a clear
distinction between spiritual goals and po
political goals during his years on earth.
earth.
Plainly he tells his people to "render
“render unto
Caesar the things that are Caesar’s,
Caesar's, and unto
God the things that are God's
God’s (Matthew
22:21)."
22:21).”
Historically, we also note that Christian
Christianity has often flourished with greater life
during periods of political persecution than
it has under theonomistic rule in which leadlead
ers attempt to coerce its people into em
embracing God's
God’s truth.
Examples abound, but what better ex
example do we have than the contrast seen
between the vitality of the earliest ChrisChris
tians during three centuries immediately
following Christ’s
Christ's coming and the state of
Christianity
C
hristianity
which accom
panied
accompanied
Theodosius' "official
Theodosius’
“official endorsement”
endorsement" from
the imperial throne in A.D.
A.O. 380?
Davis concludes his analysis of the Plu
Pluralist position by arguing that the goal, and
even the duty of Christians in politics
"should
“should be to assist the government in the
promotion of the welfare of all American
citizens based upon a shared morality, not
to set up a Kingdom of God on earth."
earth.”
Humbly, we agree.
Darek Davis, a professor at Baylor UniUni
versity in Texas and ·editor
editor ooff the Journal
for Church and State, wrote an excellent
article in the latest edition ooff that journal
in which he summarized thesefour outlooks
towanl
toward government as they are typically
endorsed by Christians in America today.
I highly recommenJ
recommend the article to those
interested in our efforts to better understand
the biblical,
biblical, God-ordained role of
o f govern
government. It can be found in the journals and
periodicals section of
o f our college library
(JCS, Volume 38, Summer 1996, #3).
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3D takes us Into the Deep
Chattanooga’s
nooga's IMAX
at Chatta
Sitting before the six-story screen with
ridiculous looking 3D glasses perched on
my nose, I thought to myself, "This
“This better

Jeanne Faucheux
Guest Writer

Andy Montgomery

The IMAX Theater, located on the corner of Chestnut and 2nd, is one of
Chattanooga’s latest eye-popping attractions.
Chattanooga's

Why should the devil have
music?
all the good Inusic?
Local Christian musicians present sounds of
d at KUDZU Festival
the Southern Undergroun
Underground
mounThere’s
There's so much gravity in the moun
tains.
On Saturday and Sunday, Oct. 5 and 6,
traChattanooaa stood helplessly by while tra
Chattanooga
dition and revolution joined hands to dance
.ctition

David Kennedy Bird
Alumnus Writer
ocunder the Walnut Street Bridge. The oc
“KUDZU
casion was the second annual "KUDZU
Festival -A
— A Celebration of Music, SpiriSpiri
tuality, and the Southern Underground."
Underground.”
ing
performing
Twelve musicians and perform
groups, most of them Christian -— solo
acoustic lonestars, folk-rock soothsayers,
dusty highway distortion-driven alterna
alternative dreamseekers -— pooled their aesthetic
resources to bring about a unique cultural
festival. The KUDZU Fest is not a runof-the-mill goofy Christian music event
lyrfeaturing superficial songs with cliche lyr
ics performed by slick showbiz types who
feel the need to preach between songs.
particiSuch musicians are not allowed to partici
pate in KUDZU-sponsored events.
exNo, at a KUDZU festival you can ex
pect to hear substantial song-writing and
musisober performances by Christian musi
cians who care enough about the Divine
Being to want to avoid making Him look
like a Real Idiot.
"The
_The acronym KUDZU stands for “The
Southern
Chattanooga-Area Christian
Workshop," and
Underground Musicians'
Musicians’Workshop,”
are tapped
people
if there’s
there's one thing these
into, it’s
reality
.
KUDZU
is
a
constella
constellait's
tion of musicians loosely confederated by
a common set of musical, cultural, and
spiritual values [~e
[sge Wittenberg Door].
KUDZU is not about flash or glitz. The
fare offered is not pop music, religious
music, or rebellion music. It’s
It's the music
of the Southern Underground.
KUDZU is an exploration of cultural

revealed
heritage and divine vision revealed
through song, a celebration of the vibrant
Southern tradition of alternative music that
extends back over 300 years and is still
developing in exciting ways. It is a show
showcase for fresh yet culturally indigenous
char
expressions of the Being of God, the charhuacter of His universe, and the place of hu
manity in all of that.
Join us this coming
corning spring for the third
annual KUDZU Festival, the biggest and
best yet. For more information on the
KUDZU organization, or for a schedule
of meetings, or to get in on the planning
year's festival, call David
stages of next year’s
Kennedy Bird at 821-3314.

it."
be worth the $6.75 I paid for it.”
To my delight, Into The Deep proved
sur
itself worthy. Complete with stereo surround sound and a seating configuration
which gives everyone a great view, the
IMAX movie both entertained and inin
undervolved me with the action of the under
water world.
As the feature was narrated by a very
soothing and dramatic voice, I allowed
myself to be led through the forest of kelp
on the ocean floor. The swaying trunks of
ocean foliage seemed to brush against me
and fish swam by close enough to touch.
When I took my eyes off the screen to
see if anyone else was fooled, I noticed
the entire audience reaching out their
hands trying to grab the fish or wave them
away.
With fish and aquatic life swirling about
me in many hues of blue, orange, and
green, I felt as if I were swimming in the
breath- although I was dry and breath
sea itself —

ing. The three-dimensional effect, coupled
with the beautiful and emotive musical
makscore truly pulled me into the deep, mak
ing it seem as if I were participating in it
and not just watching it.
Besides the visual effects, the educaeduca
tional value of the IMAX production of
Into The Deep should be noted. Although
particularly slanted with a sort of new age
naturalism, the information presented was
valuable. The main themes were the ecolecol
ogy of the Northern California coastal
waters and the interconnectedness of life
and death.
My favorite scene captured the annual
m
ating phenom
enon of finger-sized
phenomenon
mating
pearly-white squid. After their success, the
male squid turns red in triumph. Both male
and female die as soon as eggs are laid
and the mating ritual is completed. This
death in turn
tum provides life as the sea lions
come to feast on the thousands of scattered
carcasses.
proInto The Deep, a 45 minute long pro
duction, is showing downtown at the
probIMAX theater. Although one time is prob
ably enough to really enjoy the novelty of
a six story high 3D attraction, it is worth
seeing.
The best way to enjoy it, rather than
thinking of it as something to do, is to sit
back, put on those ridiculous glasses, and
let the movie happen to you.

Reality Ir ta
The Maxx
TheMaxx
There comes a time when you don't
don’t
want to use your real name, height, adad
dress, birthday...when
birthday... when this happens to me,

Michele Hardeman
A&E Co-Editor

At http://www.cs.suit.n
http ://www.cs.suit.no/~/paalde/
o/~/paalde/
Revenge/Scripts/7-ll.html
Revenge/Scripts/7-11.html you can learn
How to Turn
Tum the Work Life Of A Local 7Employee Into
Into A Living
Living Rhymes With
11 Employee
sta
Bell. It also includes a section on gas staIt's
tions and tips for 7-11 employees. It’s
pretty funny, if you take the time to read
it. Inspiration for those Friday nights when
low
the Greyfriar funds are running lo
w....
.. . .

The Road to Nowhere
don't
I often go by "Julie
“Julie Winters.”
Winters." If you don’t
know who that is, and out of some driven
desire to be a part of my psyche, http://
pages.prodigy.com/maxx/image3.html
axx/image3.html
pages.prodigy.com/m
will help you out. It will also link you to
http://tamos.gmu.edu/~hjwarren/maxx/
http://tamos.gmu.edu/~hjwarren/maxx/
realmaxx.shtml which is more colourful.
I'm
But for those of you who know what I’m
talking about these pages are mainly plot
picsummaries, character dossiers, and pic
tures. But neat pictures, and plots, and
characters. It helped me clear up some
questions I had about what the heck is
you've seen it and have that
going on. If you’ve
you'll like it.
same question try it, you’ll

Cannon
Cannon Kirby

and Marty
Summer Ray (pictured) and
Marquis brought soulful and cathartic
music to the crowds at KUDZU.

Wow, Html Eats Itself!
http://www.primenet.com/~rfwatts/
http://www.primenet.com/~rfwatts/
fun.html. I wondered if the name comes
from the group Pop Will Eat Itself.
. . It
Itself ...
tter. This
didn’t
it doesn’t really matter.
butitdoesn'treallyma
didn't say, but
page promises hours upon hours of kooky
fun. Honest. I wasn't
wasn’t being sarcastic. This
time.

And for those of you interested in somesome
thing a little more challenging I dare you
http://
to Find the Spam
Spam at http
://
spl.berkeley.edu/findthespam
.htm l.
ndthespam.html.
spl.berkeley.edu/fi
You’d
You'd better allow yourself a couple of
hours for this one ...
. . . actually alot more
than a couple, because Find the Spam is
part of The Road to Nowhere, which is
now one of my favourite places. I was
amazed by Juliette, the resident DADA (as
in the philosophy, not the band) oracle who
somehow knew that the colour of my soul
is POUSA and the animal that symbolizes
me is steel manure. There’s
There's also Guess the
Macromolecule, the Surrealism Server,
and Jean P. Sartre's
Sartre’s cookbook, to name a
few.

acthey'd like ac
Say, if anyone has a site they’d
knowledged in my oh-so-powerful box of
knowledge, feel free to send it my way.
you'd just like to put a smile on my
Or if you’d
face by filling my box with mail, I can be
hardeman@covenant.edu.
reached at hardeman@covenant.edu.
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Slocum
m trying to get used to fan mail
cian JaD1i
Musi
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alcoJamie Slocum is not a recovering alco
holic, nor has he ever been addicted to
hasn't been in
cocaine —
- but then he hasn’t
showbiz very long.
.showbiz

Slocum: Without His Usual Back -Up
Band, Just Him and His Guitar.
Jamie started writing songs when he
was 14. They were not exactly album
material though. "I'd
“I’d be sitting in Science,
'And the trade
and the teacher would say ‘And
that's a good
winds ..
. . ..'’ and I’d
think hey, that’s
I'd
Michele Hardeman
name for a song and start writing. They
A&E Co-Editor
awful." ·
were awful.”
Luckily Jamie passed s_
science
cience and went
on to find inspiration in bigger and better
His debut album was just released a things. He finds inspiration in all of life.
time."
month ago on Curb records, a mainstream “God
"God gives me ideas all the time.”
Much of his inspiration comes from the
label he shares with other artists like Lyle
Bible. "There's
“There’s only so many ways to say
Lovett and Wynona.
it's fun
A "brand
“brand new contemporary
contempora_ry Christian what’s
what's being said in the Bible so it’s
somerecording artist”
artist" Jamie describes his sound to come up with a new way to say some
It's thing old about the Bible.”
“Chris Isaac meets Richard Marx. It’s
Bible."
as, "Chris
His album Somewhere Under Heaven
acoustic, not as candy as some of the other
is a combination of little pop ditties and
pop."
stuff. Acoustic pop.”
don't
“I don’t
This is his fourth show with the Kry, songs on the more serious side. "I
that's all the same
who are “the
guys” taking pity like to listen to a record that’s
"the big cool guys"
I'm the new —
on an unknown musician. "“ I’m
- all depressing or all upbeat. The record
cer
guy that gets up and says hey and then the should set a mood, make you feel aacerit."
tain way. So I try to vary it.”
Kry comes on."
on.”
Many of his songs are personal, such
Jamie usually has a backup band, but
"Can You Hear Me From Where You
Covenant College was treated to Jamie as “Can
re,” one ooff the songs he sang last
Slocum: Unplugged. Or actually, Jamie A
Slocum:
Are,"

Wednesday night. The title song from
Somewhere Under Heaven is getting airair
play on mainstream Top 40 radio stations,
and Jamie is even starting to get fan mail.
“That’s
It's all starting.
"That's been interesting. It’s
I'm so new, they
. . . It’s
It's kind of weird. I’m
...
might hear my song on the radio and hear
don't
the name Jamie Slocum but they don’t
know what I look like, who I am. It's
It’s fun.
I enjoy it."
it.”
When asked if he liked the smaller fame
an
or would prefer to hit it big Jamie anwouldn't want
swered, “It’s
"It's all a process. I wouldn’t
muto be huge, that’s
that's not why I got into mu
I
sic, I wanted to be a songwriter. had
hopes of doing a contemporary Christian
record —
- I just want to do what God
wants. I’d
I'd like to make more records and
continue progressing as writer.
. . . I just
writer....
want to get better and do this for a living.
do."
It’s
It's what I like to do.”
Jamie is also interested in producing.
Rick
His album
album was produced by R
ick
Springfield
Springfield’s
producer.
Rick
Springfield's
He's also
is one of Jamie's
Jamie’s musical heroes. He’s
played golf with Alice "love
“love me love my
boa constrictor"
constrictor” Cooper, who resides in
hometown."“ I
Phoenix, Arizona, Jamie’s
Jamie's hometown.

ant about art
Today’s
church
ignorant
h is ignor
y's churc
Toda

Art according to Franky Schaeffer: an excerpt from his book Sham Pearls For Real Swine
incinThe arts ask hard questions. Art incin
erates polyester/velvet dreams of inner
healing and cheap grace. Art hurts, slaps,

Submitted by
Ed Kellogg
Art Professor

and defines. Art is interested in truth: in
bad words spoken by bad people, in good
words spoken by good people, in sin and
goodness, in life, sex, birth, color, texture,
death, love, hate, nature, man, religion,
music, God, fire, water, and air. Art tears
undown, builds up, and redefines. Art is un
comfortable. Good
Good art (which, among
other things, means truth-telling art) is
good in itself, even when it is about bad
things.
evGood art expresses an interest in ev
not defined
erything. Art, like the Bible, is ·not
imby one period of history. Art explores im
morality and immortality.
immortality. There are no
taboo subjects for good art, any more than
bethere is taboo news for newspapers, be
cause art is unafraid of the truth. Art, like
Christ, comes to sinners in an imperfect
world. People who imagine themselves to
be perfect do not like art. The middle-class
expecchurch, living in a cocoon of false expec
tations, resents people who wield sharp
razor blades or worse, disturb their sleep.
Art is fleshly yet eternal. Art is human.
Art is a mirror to the world. Art is the
bridge between flesh and soul. “Art
sci
"Art is science in the flesh,”
flesh," as Jean Cocteau wrote
in Le Rappel a l'Ordre.
I’Ordre.
Because art destroys a false sense of
security, it is looked on with suspicion,
even perceived as an enemy by the middle
class and its spokespersons in the church,
who, through ignorance, subdue artists and
discourage talent. "Do
“Do not offend your
brother”
brother" is a Bible verse often misused to
intimidate the artist in the same way as

"humanitarian" one.
tual" or “humanitarian”
“turn
cheek" is sometimes taken tual”
"turn the other cheek”
conThe modem church, when it sees a con
out of Biblical context to justify “Chris
"ChrisChristian’s artwork, has little
avail- temporary Christian's
tian”
Bible verse avail
tian" pacifism. There is a :Sible
perex- knowledge and negligible historical per
able for every tyrannical cause, to be ex
ploited by those who use the Bible as an spective with which to judge it. It simply
passes judgments based on current middleideological weapon..
..
weapon ....
seBecause Christian contact with the arts class church and those who would be se
hostile, rious artists. For instance, current middle
has recently been so minimal and hostile,
proprithe artist cannot discuss his or her art with American, post-Victorian ideas of propri
“bad.” Yet
un- ety hold that all nudity in art is "bad."
fellow believers in a way that will be un
figderstood. There is no common vocabulary. an artist who does not draw the nude fig
accumuThe contemporary, middle-class church ure cannot learn the traditional, accumu
figuis living in a historical vacuum. The lated skills of thousands of years of figu
sup
church, both Protestant and Catholic, is rative Western art history - much of it sup- and pays a
largely unaware of its own cultural past. ported, Christian art history —
ignoWith each successive split and realignment severe artistic price for such willful igno
rance . . ....
within Protestantism
Protestantism,, the church has rance.
Middle America,
America, politically left and
inmoved further away from its cultural in
right,
in
cutting
itself off from a historical
heritance. Within the Catholic community,
beunderstanding
of
Western culture, has be
liberal theology and leftist politics have
come
an
aesthetic
nightmare.
Thus,
even
Thus,
comserved to undermine its traditional com
individufo- when it comes to personal taste, individu
mitment to the arts as the church has fo
als
in
the
church
are
rarely
sympathetic
to
excused on “political
relevance" at the ex
"political relevance”
it
good
art.
Middle
America
knows
what
pense of spirituality and culture. Today,
likes,
and
it’s
awful!
it's
with only a few exceptions, the church and
In this tasteless world, the artist is con
conchurch-related educational institutions are
demned
for
being
“secular”
by
the
church
"secular"
not centers of interest in history of any
ostracized by his or her
kind, let alone the history of art and cul- and is ostracized
nonbelieving contemporaries for being
foolishly “religious.”
"religious." In the smooth world
that
is
Christianity
in America today, how
The contemp orary,
many people can feel the poignancy of
middle-class church is Emily Dickinson’s
"I died
Dickinson's immortal line, “I
living in a historical for beauty”
beauty" or the depth of the artistic
struggle described by Graham Greene in
vacuum.
getwhat he called “the
"the despair of never get
ting anything right?”
right?"
Visual, as well as literary, expression
mountture.
ture. Nor are church institutions mount
today's church. This
ing a coherent defense of Western culture is foreign to most of today’s
lack
of
understanding
is exacerbated by
against the anti-Western tide that is sweep
sweepthe
that
few
leaders
in
the church come
fact
orld..
..
....
world
ing the intellectual w
from
background
that
would
give them
a
Believing Christians who work in the
any
particular
knowledge
of,
or
sympathy
missecular art community are not only mis
have a
we
the
visual
arts.
As
a
result,
for,
its
of
understood by the church, because
becauseartistiignorance about art, but worse, are often legion ooff theologically trained but artisti
rejected as "unspiritual"
“unspiritual” for concentrating cally boorish Christians who are leaders
"spiri- ooff evangelicalfundamentalist and Roman
on a “worldly”
"worldly" pursuit instead of a “spiri

The contem porary,
middle-class church is
living in a historical
vacuum.

don’t
don't really know him personally, he
wasn't a freak
seems like a nice guy. He wasn’t
or anything. He plays golf all the time with
Campbell."
my pastor and Glen Campbell.”
Jamie moved to Nashville in 1991 to
down," and it
“really
"really get my songwriting down,”
was while working as a staff writer that
he got discovered. He had gone to school
"God just kind
to study marine biology, but “God
of led me away from that.”
that." His advice to
others with sim
ilar ambition is to be
similar
humble (Jamie waited tables-“I
tables-"I starved for
two years.”)
years.") and pray.
He keeps Proverbs 3:5,6 close to his
don't
heart, “There’s
"There's so many things I don’t
figunderstand, that we’ll
we'll never be able to fig
ure out. We spend so much time asking,
this?ldon'tknow
‘Why
don’t I understand this?
I don’t know
'Why don't
what’s
on," but God will take care
what's going on,”
of it. Life gets crazy —
- try to take your
hands off the wheel. Sometimes we grip
the wheel so hhard
ard....
.. . .
Go with the flow and see where God
takes you. Always stand firm and be true
to yourself. The best thing you can do is
pray.
It's the best way to get to the Person
pray. It’s
who has all the answers.”
answers."

Coming Events
Hardeman
Com
piled by Michele Hardeman
Compiled
& Kate Luedde

Chattanooga Symphony
Chattanoo&a
“A German
Brahms' "A
Oct. 24 and 25 Brahms’
Requiem”
conRequiem" will be performed, con
ducted
the
N
ashville
Nashville
d l!cted by
S
ym phony’s
K
enneth
Kenneth
Symphony's
Schermerhorn and featuring the
Anvoices of Nancy Davis Booth, An
drew Wentzel and the Chattanooga
Symphony Chorus, the Lee College
Singers, and the Berry Singers.
Group and student discounts are
in
available for all events. For more information on Symphony & .Opera
performances call 423-267-8583.

Mountain Java
.lava
Oct. 19, all evening, Kathy Ttogman
Tugman
& Dave Clark, John Harper &
&
&
Brown Haven
Oct. 26, 8-9 p.m., Patte Wilbanks
“schizo folk”;
folk"; 9:30-11 p.m., Ken
"schizo
Cardillo, Dustin Sargent & Jim
Petit

UTC Foreign
Forei2n Film Festival
Oct. 17-20
Oct. 24-27
Oct. 31

The White Balloon
Antonia’
Antonia 's.s Line
The Cemetary Man

Thurs. - Fri. 7:30 p.m. Grote Hall,
room 129
Sun. 7:30 p.m. Raccoon Mtn. Rm.,
University Center

Chattanooga
Chattanoo2a Area
NaOct. 18,
18,19
19 & 24-26 Chattanooga Na
ture Center's
C enter’s Haunted Swamp,
821-1160
SociOct. 31 Chattanooga Audubon Soci
@ 8 p.m., 892ety, Ghost Stories @
1499
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Point and Uonnterpoint
Classical apologetics

Presuppositional apologetics

Starting from where the unbeliever is

Def
ending Christianity by starting with God
Defending

The Preacher tells us “there
"there is nothing
new under the sun”
sun" (Ecclesiastes 11:9).
:9).
Theologians would do well to remember
this since, in theology, “new”
“inno
"new" and "innovative" are usually synonymous with "hervative”
“her-

Johannes Silentio
Guest Writer

esy." This is why the apologetic system
esy.”
known as presuppositionalism (set forth
by Cornelius Van Til in the early 1900s)
should be discarded for the classical
apologetics practiced by the church for
nearly two thousand years.

\
\

\

Presuppositional Reasoning:
Requiring the Impossible
Classical apologetics is the effort of
of
demonstrating to the unbeliever the truth
of Christianity through the use of common
reason, arguing on the basis of natural rev
revelation which is common to all people. Its
first asset is that it starts where the unbe
unbeliever is. There is a story of a man who
was trying to find a city friend’s
friend's house.
di
When he stopped at a farm to ask for directions, the farmer gave directions start
starting from the town square. The driver pro
protested that he needed directions starting
from his current location —
- the farm. The
farmer replied, "You
“You can’t
can't start from here.”
here."
Sadly, this story illustrates what the
presuppositionalist suggests the unbeliever
do. Rather than start with reason or with
the world, the presuppositionalist insists
insis·ts
that the unbeliever begin with the onto
ontological Trinity. As good little Reformed
lads and lasses, we know that an unbe
unbeliever cannot begin reason this
this_way. Even
a casual reading of Romans 1 demon
demonstrates this. It is true that Scripture is valid,
and reasoning is valid, only because God
exists. It is also true that it is much easier
to prove the Christian God exists if we start
out already assuming He exists (the syllosyllo
gism is much shorter). However, to de
demand that an unbeliever do this from
square one is just the same as demanding
he sprout wings and fly to Heaven. The
unbeliever is unable to begin reasoning
w
ith God as the starting
with
starting point.
Presuppositionalism
Presuppositionalism is founded on de
demanding that he do so. Therefore, the
presuppositional task is inherently doomed
to failure.
Paul, the Apologist
The strength of classical apologetics is
that it utilizes the unbeliever’s
unbeliever's reason
(which he can do) and the world around
him (which he lives in and cannot escape)
to point him directly at the Trinity. It gives
a careful list of directions from where the
unbeliever is at to where he should be. Paul
in the
Areopagus is a prime example (Acts
theAreopagus
17:22-34). Seeing the altar to the unknown
god, Paul began to tell the Athenians of
the One True God. He did this by pointing
out that the men of Athens were religious,
telling them "about
“about the God [they] wor
worshipped unknowingly.”
unknowingly." Paul did not kick
over the altar to the unknown god, demand

the Athenians give up such foolish notions,
ontologiand insist they presuppose the ontologi
cal Trinity. Instead, Paul started with the
Athenian's paganism and turned it toward
Athenian’s
the true God. By using their unbelieving
reason, common ground, and even their
false religion, Paul led many to a saving
knowledge of Christ. At no time did Paul
deconstruct their philosophical frameframe
work. At no point did he try to show them
that their predication was meaningless
without first assuming the ontological
Trinity. Classical apologetics follows this
Pauline
Presuppositional
P
auline tradition. P
resuppositional
apologetics is a new innovation. Our
choice should be clear.
Avoiding Circularity
Another
A
nother strength
o f classical
strength of
classical
apologetics is that it is not circular.
Presuppositionalism says that Scripture is
true because God exists and Scripture is
His Word. How do we know that God ex
exists and that Scripture is His Word? BeBe
cause Scripture says so and it is true. See
the difficulty? Classical apologetics, in
contrast, points the unbeliever to things
which attest to the truth of Scripture. For
instance, different authors contributed to
Scripture, yet it is logically and themati
thematihistori
cally coherent. Also, Scripture is historically accurate. These things do not make
Scripture true —
- Scripture is true because
it is the Word of God. The unbeliever, how
however, is unable to assume that God exists
when he questions the truth of Scripture.
Scripture.
Therefore, classical apologetics sets forth
things which attest to the truth of (logical
coherence, historical accuracy, etc.) with
which the unbeliever can deal. Indeed, he
cannot escape them.
Natural
Common Grace and Natural
Revelation Upheld
Finally, classical apologetics preserves
two key Biblical doctrines: common grace
and natural revelation. We all know that
man’s
man's reason is fallen. Yet Van Til would
have us see man’s
man's reason as completely
fallen and all “truth”
"truth" that goes through his
mind as emerging warped and useless. We,
of course, agree that man’s
man's reason is fallen.
However, this does not mean fallen man
is completely unable
unable· to arrive at truth.
Christians constantly benefit from the ac
accomplishments of unbelieving doctors,
inventors, mathematicians, and artists.
Clearly, via common grace, God allows
fallen man to grasp truth. If
If this is so, then
we have hope of being able to reason with
fallen man and point him to God. If
If this is
not so, as .the
the presuppositionalists claim,
then apologetics is a waste of time, and
common grace becomes a joke.
Classical apologetics also preserves the
doctrine of natural revelation. Note that
in Romans 1:20,
I :20, the basis for all men be
being condemned is that God can easily be
known through creation. This justifies
classical apologists in arguing from things
clas
such as the design of the world. The classical apologist insists that the unbeliever
lives in God's
God’s world, and, therefore, can
Please see
C lassicalism
See Classicalism
on page 16

The oldest and most widely affirmed
method of apologetics is the traditional or
classical method. The youngest and less
popular is the presuppositional method of
apologetics. This later m
method
ethod of
of

Ryan Mcllhenny
Guest Writer

apologetics, expounded by the late
late
Westminster Seminary apologetics profesprofes
sor Cornelius Van Til, is the most consis
consistent with the doctrines of Scripture.
Van Til argues that the Christian apoloapolo
gist cannot prove or defend the existence
of the Trinitarian God unless he starts (pre(pre
supposes) and ends with the Being he is
trying to prove. The presuppositional
method must begin and end with the On
Ontological Trinity (Father, Son, Holy Spirit),
and the arguments used in apologetics
must be solely derived from the Scriptures.

Traditional Apologetics
traditionalist's primary agenda is
The traditionalist’s
to find
find neutral ground with the unbeliever,
so that through “shared
"shared reason”
reason" he can
prove the existence of the one true God.
“Logic,
"Logic, facts, experience, and reason be
become the source of truth. Divine revela
revelation, especially Scripture is systematically
excluded”
excluded" (John Frame, Apologetics to the
Glorv
p 4 ).
Glory of God. p4
The traditional-classical apologetic
position says that when we argue with the
unbeliever we should not start by arguing
on the basis of criteria or standards derived
If this is true we cannot
from the Bible. If
start with God. The traditional view also
holds that when you are defending Scrip
Scripture you cannot say that the Word of God
is the Word of God because it claims that
for itself. Thus, you cannot argue that God
is God because He says so. The apologist
is forced to begin with the conclusions of
his own reason about the "evidences"
“evidences”
found in nature in order to prove God.
Two Views of Reason
The question, then, becomes, “What
"What is
reaso
n ?”
A ccording
to
the
reason?"
According
the
presuppositionalist, reason is created and
sustained by God but has fallen because
of man’s
man's sinfulness. After the fall, man
sinfully made himself the final authority
in interpreting the evidences of nature.
“When man became a sinner he made himhim
"When
self instead of God the ultimate and final
reference point”
point" (Van Til, Defense ooff the
Faiths
Faith~ p77).
If, however, as the traditionalists hold,
we can reason on neutral ground, apart
from God, we then make ourselves "the
“the
“the ‘reason’
final reference point.”
point." Yet "the
'reason'
of sinful man will invariably act wrongly”
wrongly"
(Van Til, Defense ooff the Faith, p83).
If the Traditional apologist argues with
the unbeliever from a “neutral”
"neutral" position
and assumes the rationality of the unbe
unbeliever, he will in turn become an unbeliever
himself. Man’s
Man's faulty reason cannot pos
possibly come to the conclusion of the exist
existence of the good, righteous God.
God.

The Starting Point of Apologetics
presuppositionalist's start
startWhat is the presuppositionalist’s
point· in a discussion with a non-be
ing point
non-be-·
liever then? All men have a knowledge of
God, yet in sin they suppress that knowl
knowledge, changing the glory of the incorruptincorrupt
ible God into an image made like corrupt
corruptman" (Romans 1:18-22). They exible man”
ex
change the truth of God for an idolatrous
lie.
The presuppositional apologist begins
his method of apologetics by telling the
unbeliever who and what he is. He is an
individual, created in the image of God,
who knows the Trinitarian God yet sup
suppresses Him in unrighteousness. "On
“On the
quesuon
question of starting point it is all impor
important that we have a truly Christian doc
docman" (Van Til, Defense of
trine of man”
o f the
Faith, p72). Because of sin, "man
“man is blind
with respect to the truth wherever the truth
appears. Man cannot truly know himself
unless he truly knows God”
God" (Van Til, De
Defense ooff the Faith, p73).
If the natural man does not know God
and, therefore, not himself, then he cancan
not know or understand the "evidences"
“evidences”
"For since the cre
eregiven to him in nature. “For
quali
. ation of the world God’s
God's invisible qualities -— His eternal power and divine na
nature —
- have been clearly seen, being un
understood from what was made, so that men
are without excuse”
excuse" (Romans 11:20).
:20). The
natural man knows that the creation comes
from God but does not want to acknowl
acknowledge the Creator, so he in turn assumes
the final authority and exchanges the truth
for a lie.
Where Traditionalists Go Wrong
This is the error of the traditionalist. He
assumes that natural man knows the evi
evidences in creation. Do you see what is
going on?! The traditionalist is assuming
or presupposing the identity of the sinful
man as autonomous. This cannot be! We
as Christians must remind natural man
who he is. “Deep
"Deep down in his mind every
man knows that he is the creature of God
and responsible to God. Every man, bot
bottom, knows that he is a covenant-breaker,
but every man acts and talks as though this
b~t
were not so”
so" (Van Til, Defense ooff the Faith,
p94).
Paul, the Apologist
One of the greatest presuppositionalists
was the apostle Paul. In Acts 17:2-3 we
read, "Then
“Then Paul, as his custom went into
them [Jews in the Synagogue] and for three
Sabbaths reasoned with them from the
Scriptures, explaining that the Christ had
to suffer and rise again from the dead, and
saying, ‘This
'This Jesus whom I preach to you
is the Christ’.”
Christ'." Paul made his arguments
Sola Scriptura. Later, Paul argues with the
Aereopagus in Athens concerning the "un“un
known god”
god" (ch. 17). Paul asserts the
knowledge and the religiosity of the phi
philosophers but in no way does he comprocompro
mise the truth by assuming their rational
rationality to be sufficient enough to find the true
Please see Presuppositional
oon
n page 16
16
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“Christianity
doesn’t
makee any sens
sensee''
n't mak
ristianity does
''Ch
UTC student
studentss explain Christi
Christianity’s
anity's lack of appeal
Brandy faithfully attended youth group
with me every Tuesday night. She always
freapproached the Bible eagerly, and she fre

Shannon Carraher
Guest Writer

quently asked questions during the Bible
volunstudies. She was always the first volun
teer to pray for someone, and she never hesitated to cheerfully sing praises to the
Lord. One evening, I asked Brandy how
her relationship with God stood. She
laughed at my unusually
unusu1J,lly serious tone, and
then she said she had no interest in the
“Christian thing.”
thing."
"Christian
Many of us know people like Brandy.
We question how someone who has seen
and felt such marvelous works of our Lord
aweI f God is so awe
could not be a Christian. If
some, then how come there are so many
people who are ·not
not Christians?
To answer this question, I talked to fifty
UTC students. The answers may sound
painfully familiar,or they may surprise
non-Christians
you. Forty-two of the 50 non-Christians
interviewed were raised in church-going
non-Christians
families. The most hostile non-Christians
throughhad been forced to go to church through
out childhood and had never understood
reaany of it. While their most common rea
son for not being a Christian was that
sense,"
“doesn’t make any sense,”
Christianity "doesn't

justifications.
others had deeper justifications.
nies
Students’
Anti-Testimonies
Students' Anti-Testimo
Laurel is majoring in Religion. She was
raised Catholic, but converted to Judaism
"I think the
after beginning her studies. “I
ideas in Christianity are really nice, but
the ways they’re
they're practiced in this country
. .. don't
don’t seem to utilize the positive things
...
about Christianity. It tends to be a really
divisive religion.”
religion."
“Jesus seemed like
James contends that "Jesus
s] a great
a fine guy
guy..
[Christianity’s]
.... and [Christianity'
thing for comfort
comfort....
. . but it's.
it’s all made up
by the government to answer questions
stuff." Mike added
and get [people] to do stuff.”
that church is simply "some
“some guy telling
you what to do and what not to do. I just
want to enjoy life. I don’t
don't care what some
old guy tells us to do every Sunday. He
us."
it's like for us.”
doesn’t
doesn't have any clue what it’s
Tom is now an ardent Christian, but he
hadn't
"I hadn’t
did not always have such hope. “I
...
even heard of Jesus until I was sixteen
sixteen...
Christians would just pass me up because
I don't
don’t look right. I still don't
don’t look like no
Christian person, but I know the love of
Jesus Christ and I share it with others.
God’s
straight!”
God's so straight!"
Amy eagerly agreed to answer my
question -— until she discovered what the
question was. Her face suddenly darkened.
Amy vehemently spoke of the "hard
“hard core
Christian family”
family" she was raised in, and
relihow she never believed any of the reli
thro~t
"stuffed down [her] throat
gion that was “stuffed

hosfor seventeen years.”
years." She spoke of the hos
tility and bigotry she sees in the church
today contrasted with love and humane
deeds she and her friends practice.
In Response
Now that we have discussed why so
many people are not Christians, we should
determine what we must do to change that.
Dr. Krabbendam,
Krabbendam, professor of biblical
studies here at Covenant, insists that we
talking
must become “a
"a walking and talking
of
church.”
church." We must live by the example of
Jesus Christ so that people will notice a
"Maybe the reason why
difference in us. “Maybe
difpeople say that [Christians] are not so dif
ferent from the world is because they see
'All the darkness you say
darkness in us. ‘All
well."'
I have, I see among you as well.’”
In addition to living like Jesus, we must
talk about Him also. Krabbendam realizes
"It's
that people fear to talk about the Lord. “It’s
not so difficult to start a discussion, but it
does take power and love, and that takes
the Holy Spirit. When you see someone
'You have
smile, go up to them and say, ‘You
such a beautiful smile. You must know
about the love of Jesus Christ,’
Christ,' and at least
'No I
you begin to talk. When they say, ‘No
apdon’t know Jesus,’
Jesus,' the subject is ap
don't
proached.”
proached."
Undeniably, many people are hurting
to know Jesus. Their experiences and
problems vary, but the solution remains
constant. Jesus Christ is the only answer,
and we need to tell the world
worf d about Him.

tiine
ession time
Testimonies
confession
imonies are not a conf
Test
tion
Scriptural
definition
redemption
testimoni~s focuses on redemp
on of testimonies
ral definiti
Scriptu
fore, You shall have no other gods before
me,”
Commandments are
me," etc.. The Ten Commandments
called the "testimony"
“testimony” because they point
back to the Exodus event, the deliverance
“testimony” of Sinai
of Israel. Thus, the "testimony"
is that God redeems His people from their
Rick Quinn
failure to live in accordance with His law
Guest Writer
—
- He saves them from their sins.
The Old Testament is filled with the
“testimony
prophets” —
- namely, the
"testimony of the prophets"
testimony
of
God’s
acts
of
redemption.
God's
usually think of someone sharing the
The
Old
Testament
prophets
testified
things they’ve
they've learned lately. Presumably
about
God’s
redemptive
through
the
acts
God's
they believe that God controls the events
pre-incarperson
of
His
Anointed
—
the
that affect their lives. As a result, their
message tends to fit into the categories of nate Christ.
spiritual renewal, confession of sin, or
The New Testament Witnesses
new intellectual perspective: that which is
John
uses the word for "witness"
“witness” in his
perrelevant to their sanctification
sanctification.. These per
than anyone
writings
inordinately
more
sonal recollections are profitable; they
else
in
the
New
Testament.
He intends
encourage us to see things from a new
the Old
for
us
to
a
between
parallel
see
perspective. But the common conception
Testament
use
the
term
the
way he
and
of
biblical
of testimony is not founded on a
conemploys
it:
there
con
organic
an
exists
basis.
nection between the Testaments concern
concerning the concept of being a “witness”
"witness" or
The Old Testament Testimonies
is a "wit“giving
testimony.”
who
“wit
One
testimony."
a
"giving
The Old Testament speaks of giving
ness”
on
God’s
behalf,
thus
far,
has
been
God's
ness"
mostly
“testimony”
''witness"
"testimony" or being a “witness”
special
to
by
the
office
an
called
re
in the legal context -— court cases and regarding criminals. The tablets on which proclomation of God. Hence, in the New
“a
the Ten Commandme
Commandments
nts -— the Law -— Testament, John the Baptizer is called "a
prophets."
witness”
and
“the
last
of
the
prophets.”
"the
witness"
were written are also frequently called "the
“the
testimony"
"gives his testimony”
nts are He is the one who “gives
testimony.”
Commandments
testimony." The Ten Commandme
of
the
who
will
come.
Christ
approprimarily the summary of the only appro
gos
Furthermore, the preaching of the gospriate response for God's
God’s people to His
In
pel
is
called
“testifying
as
witness.”
witness."
a
"testifying
“I am the LORD your God, who
salvation. "I
("marthe
book
Revelation,
martyrs
(“mar
the
of
therebrought you out of the land ofEgypt;
of Egypt; there

The Stereotypica
Stereotypicall Definition
When we speak of someone "giving
“giving a
testimony,”
testimony," what exactly do we mean? We

"marturion,"
tyr” is from the Greek word “marturion,”
tyr"
the noun for “witness”)
"witness") are said to have
testibeen killed “for
"for the word of their testi
mony:”
their
proclamation
of
Christ
in
His
mony:"
death and resurrection.
The Scriptural
Scrip~ral Definition
tesThe notion in Scripture of “giving
"giving tes
timony”
witness," when it
"bearing witness,”
timony" or “bearing
concerns our relationship to God and His
redempto us, always has His objective, redemp
refertive work, as the primary point of refer
"bearence. What is more, that activity of “bear
ing witness”
witness" seems always to be directed
toward the recipients of God’s
God's redemptive
love: the covenant people of God.
The Holy Spirit Continues Christ’s
Christ's
Redemption
The current work of the Holy Spirit in
redempour lives is a continuation of the redemp
tive work of the exalted Christ. Right
before Jesus was about to leave this world,
He said “" Lo, I am with you until the end
of the age.”
age." Jesus continues with us in the
presence of the Comforter, the Holy Spirit.
Therefore, to give testimony of the work
someof the Holy Spirit in our lives is some
thing we should do. To do so is to give
“testimony” to the redemptive work of
"testimony"
Christ.
Giving a Scriptural Testimony
presenWe must take great care in our presen
tation of Christ’s
Christ's work in changing our
lives. Anyone can have a changed life.

Knowledge
wle~ ge
_Kno
a n d an~
W
fT s ~om
dom
WITs
Quotes on Church
con“I
"I wish to say one thing as I con
totemplate the church in the world to
day: the church needs to be far more
message."
clear and sure about its message.”
—Donald
-Donald M. Baillie
“Many
today's young people
"Many of today’s
have little difficulty believing that
God was in Christ. What they find
hard to accept is that Christ is in the
church.”
-Ernest T. Campbell
church." —Ernest
“The
"The Christian church is the only
memsociety in the world in which mem
qualificabership is based upon the qualifica
untion that the candidate shall be un
-Charles
worthy of membership.”
membership." —Charles
Clayton Morrison

The Low-Down on the
“Real World”
World"
"Real
“Rethinking
Gender,” a
"Rethinking Sex & Gender,"
Philosolecture sponsored by UTC’s
UTC's Philoso
Prophy Club and Women’s
Women's Studies Pro
. gram, will be given on Monday,
Oct. 28, at 2:00
2:00 p.m. Dr. Tina
of
Chanter from the U
niversity of
University
Memphis will be presenting the
postmodern French feminist per
perspective, Luce Irigaray’s
lrigaray's philosophy
of sex and gender.
ediThe Religion & Philosophy edi
Covtor would like to encourage Cov
enant students to attend this lecture.
There is value in discovering what
genis being said and thought about gen
der by our counterparts at secular
universities. U
nderstanding
ng the
Understandi
background of our peers, as well as
unthinking about areas relatively
rel!ltively un
questioned in the Covenant atmo
atmosphere, is valuable preparation for
afour futures off the mountain. It’s
It's af
ter fall break, so don’t
don't forget to mark
your calendar now!
Mormons, Muslims, Amway aficionados,
and vegetarians can go through a rather
commendable
life-transform ation. The
commendabl e life-transformation.
Christian’s
testimony,
therefore, should not
Christian's
be a public excursion into the depth of their
sin ending in the proclamation of victory
over it. We shouldn’t
shouldn't spend the substance
of our energies boasting of how sinful we
sinused to be and how we’re
we're no longer as sin
ful. We must die to self, even with respect
to our giving of “personal
testimony." God
"personal testimony.”

Please see Testamonies
Testamonies
on page 16
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Waking to a new ''alternative''
“alternative
Hair and clothing take on a whole new look
I have become aware of a subtle change
in my perception of campus since coming
back to Covenant. Looking across the
ranks of heads in chapel and clusters

Lis Barker
Guest Writer

rally dark lips. Silver glinted all over these
people -— ears, noses, eyebrows, belts,
chains, hands,
hands,_and arms. Clothing was
tight and usually of dark or vivid colors;
cut- any length
shirts were dramatically cut—
but standard; jeans were belted around the
hips; skirts and trousers were shiny and
tight. No one (except a few women hold
holding onto children) was wearing tennis
shoes. Most were in platforms inches high.
inMy sense of displacement only in
creased as the festival continued. We saw
impromptu salons set up in lawn chairs
between the tents with hair being dyed,
braided, or cut. As I walked to the johns
and waited in line, I began to consider nose
rings and tattoos in a new light. I had a
floating vision of myself sauntering down
the road with cropped, bleached hair and
a nose ring, wearing denim overalls with
a chain over a childsize t-shirt. Such vi
visions continued to haunt me, and by the
end of three concert-filled days, parent and
employer ideas of proper dress code were
far off and dim.

around tables in the Great Hall, I have a
new sense of what people are saying —
- by their
consciously or unconsciously —
appearance. For many, this is an old dis
discovery; for me and some of my friends it
is a newly awakened sensitivity.
muThis summer I went to a Christian mu
sic festival along with twenty thousand
people. We camped in wide fields
other people.
out in the middle of Cornerstone, Illinois,
a rural area several hours from any large
city. Among other interesting conditions
affecting my stay at Cornerstone (such as
the recycled water supply from which one
of my friends found shaving cream and
hair in the bottom of his cup when he got
Perhaps it had not been a
a drink) was the general appearance of the
successful experiment aes
aespopulation. I remember the night we ar
arbut
at
least
I
had
thetically,
rived at Cornerstone: my friend and I un
unmade
uncomprimising
statem
ade
state
loaded from the silver minivan two red
coolers full of food, a large water cooler,
ment that I had the courage
courage
and a bench-size hamper full of dishes and
to cchange
h a n g e my mainstream
mainstream
dry supplies. Then came our compact tent
image.
and the carefully rolled sleeping bags.
We decided to take a walk and examine
I walked back to our tent the last day to
our surroundings. Wonder-struck, we
gazed at the swarming array of temporary find one of my friends standing around
shelters that had been erected.
erected. There was with a red-stained towel on her head, while
a large mustard-colored tent blinking
bli~king with another was sitting on the ground, having
suc
Christmas lights and positively heaving peroxide applied to his hair. I quickly sucwith the beat of euro techno. A sign adad cumbed to the lure of the brilliant pot of
vertised it as the "Love
“Love Tent”
Tent" and invited dye someone had purchased and felt a
conpeople to join the rave. Then there were magical surge of empowerment and con
Volkswagen buses side by side with a tarp fidence when it was done; and I looked at
taped between them, and a giant teepee in the world through purple-streaked hair.
which some people were watching Star Perhaps it had not been a successful ex
ex Wars. In front of another campsite was a periment aesthetically, but at least I had
large armchair where a friendly camper made an uncompromising statement that
was sitting and greeting people. Signs and I had the courage to change my main
mainstream image.
logos abounded.
The last night of the festival, my friends
It was the population of Cornerstone
firather than the surroundings that really and I roamed to concerts and activities fi
began to cause my friends and me to won
won- nally feeling that we belonged among the
der. Herds of people were crisscrossing the rest of the people at Cornerstone. When
rutted road, weaving through the tents, the we had to leave, we had fully imbibed the
only common feature of their appearance alternative spirit of our environment and
being their lack of convention. It was of
of- spent the journey home headbanging to
ten difficult to tell whether the people go
go- music we had purchased from the concerts.
Since our experience at Cornerstone,
ing by were male or female; hair length
was often reversed from the standard crop my friends and I have never quite gone
appear
for guys and longer for girls. Of course, a back to our previous, uninteresting appearlot of the difficulty was relieved by the ance. The anguished memory of our baggy
fact that much of the clothing was tight sweatshirts and white socks still burns.
Aware that our mainstream appearance
and small, especially the shirts.
previ
As we went along, my friends'
friends’ and my had not been as neutral as we had previattention began to be diverted tOwilfd
toward our
atour- ously thought, we have consciously at
selves. My friend was wearing her long tempted to include alternative elements
look. It was not that we had meant
hair back in a barette. Her capacious white into our look.
to
look
“anti-alternative”
before it was just
"anti-alternative"
sweat shirt sported her college’s
college's insignia
that
we
had
never
known
how we looked
and motto. She was wearing khaki shorts
to
“alternatives”
until
we
were
surrounded
"alternatives"
and Nikes with white socks. We all looked
by
them
Cornerstone.
We
found our
at
Cornerstone.
nearly similar.
usual
way
of
to
be
dressing
impersonal
and
We passed the shower area, which al
alstereotyped.
ready had lines of people stretching out
out- stereotyped.
This fresh perspective has added to how
side the doors. Floodlights gleamed on a
I
assess
the environments I enter. Clothes,
rainbow of purple-toned, red, or bleached
hair,
and
jewelry are not just aesthetic pref
prefhair that was chopped short or braided. The
erence;
they
communicate
statements
faces beneath were perfectly white or
black with black rimmed eyes and unnatu
unnatu- about values and society.

Jen Shaw
Show
Jen

It's name
It’s
nam e may
m a y sound harsh, but Porkers just may
m ay turn out to be a real treat.

Chitterlings anyone?
don't squeal”
squeal"
Porkers Bar-B-Que: "We
“We don’t
jourWe hope many of you were able to jour
ney down to Market Street and savor the
restaudelicacies of the Boiled Frog (the restau
rant featured last issue). This time we bring

Betsy Matthews
Staff Writer

Heather Erickson
Staff Writer

you news of another treat only a few doors
down from the Boiled Frog. It’s
It's a small
place, full of “locals”
"locals" who obviously have
made this eating establishment a regular
stop. Appropriately
A ppropriately named, Porker's
P o rk er’s
serves up large BBQ platters, both pork
and beef, and the best milkshakes in town.
We were impressed both by the friendly
service and the small, local flavor of
Porker’s.
remem
Porker's. A couple of people even remembered us on our second visit. Porker’s
Porker's has
a unique decor which adds to its appeal.
Old Coke signs, newspaper articles, and a
boar’s heads (one with sun
couple of boar's
sunglasses) fill the main room. Another room
presum
is located off to the side and is presumably for larger parties. At a counter in the
middle of the small room, to-go orders are
placed at the cash register. Booths and
seat
small tables line the walls. Estimated seat-

ing is forty to forty-five in the main room.
The barbecue platters are the thing to
order. Only a little over $4, they come with
barbecue, Texas toast, baked beans, cole
slaw, and fries. We highly recommend top
topping off your meal with one of their home
home- the best in the ·
made chocolate shakes —
city. Another Porker's
Porker’s specialty is their
HOT sauce. We noticed two squeezebottles of sauce. One had duct tape around
its middle; evidently it was the hot one. If
you lack taste buds, this sauce is for you.
Otherwise, proceed with caution.
Porker’s
Porker's is located on Market Street,
near the Choo-Choo. You may park in the
back -— and be sure to enter by the back
door. It's
It’s open from 11 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Mondays through Fridays. It’s
It's the perfect
lunch stop or pre-symphony dinner date.

Four star scale
Food

★★★ 1/2

Service

★★ 1/2

Atmosphere

★★ 1/2

Price

★★★

Overall

★★★

M a d r i g a l DINNDR
D i n n e r -- CoMING
C o m i n g Soo~d
Soon!
MADRIGAL
Celebrate Christmas with more than 1100 others who will gather for an evening
off feasting, music, and other entertainment in the style of merrie olde England.
The evening will include a seven-course dinner in the Great Hall which will be
decorated
ecorated in greens, banners, bows, etc.
etc. There will be music by the Madrigal Sing
Singers
rs and Brass Choir.
Choir. Vocal and instrumental fanfares accompany the procession of
he Lorde & Ladye, the boar’s
the
boar's head, the wassail, etc. Candlelight, colorful cos
costumes,
umes, and decorations will transport you back to the days of Elizabethan England.
Tickets go on sale at 9 a.m. on Saturday, November 2, in the chapel lobby.

Dates:
ates: Thursday, Dec. 5
Friday, Dec. 6
Saturday, Dec. 7
Time: 6:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.

Place: Great Hall
Cost: Gen. adm.: $24
Students, staff, faculty,
and their spouses: $20

: Each person may purchase
***
urchase a maximum of 8 tickets (one
one table)
table)***
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Friendships
Golf Establishes
Establishes Friendships
Golf is more than just a game where
business deals are done and Michael
Jordan’s
Jordan's divots fly farther than his balls.
It is also a time for genuine friendship and

Michael D.Walters
Guest Writer

bonding. As an avid student of the "holi“holi
playgames,” I take great pleasure in play
est of games,"
ing with friends and loved ones, like over
the summer when my uncle and I would
Wee trips out to the courses
periodically take
in Chicago. Our matches contained a sense
of manly competition, but it was touched
by love and friendship. There's
There’s nothing
like dunking a drive into the local lake and
then seeing your opponent do likewise to
keep you both humble.
Golf encourages friendship and many
times those fpendships
friendships can prove to be
extremely special. It allows for prolonged
debate and discussion that may not be as
feasible or as entertaining elsewhere. It is
also, however, a durable conversation
future as each person checks
· point for the futur~
gam:e. The best part of
other's game.
up on the other’s
all is the sense of camaraderie that comes
together.
over people when they play golf together.
isn’t something that modem science, nor
It isn't
even Dr. Petcher, can explain, but it is a
part of golf's
golf’s mysterious mystique that
magengulfs its students in the mists of its mag
nificence.
In fact, golf’s
golf's power is so great that
many times I will be paired with strangers

and then have witty rapport with them
before the round has concluded. In the
some
great game of golf, great golfers sometimes have off days and bad golfers, like
myself, can sometimes have something
someapproaching decent days. It acts as some
competi
thing of an equalizer, and this competifriendtion forges better golfers and better friend
ships.
So before you scowl at golf as a gamefor-stinking-rich-55-year-old-white-men,
for-stinking-rich-55-year-old-white-men,
tratake a look at the subtle excitement, tra
dition, and most importantly, friendships
that it forges into the lives of many of its
pursuers.

Compiled by Kjirsti Bentson
What is the oddest thing yo
u ’ve ever done with your appearance?
you've
I dyed my hair orange ( it was supposed to be blond) and had it
cut in short layers
layers...
... biggest mistake of my life
-Lydia Thompson

toe."
Tattooing the Christian fish symbol on my "wedding
“wedding toe.”
-Jennifer Stowe
Lydia

As you may have noticed, our weirdness is steadily decreasing as we strive to
conform
c;onform more and more to the socially acceptable standards of appearance. In a
few years, we will blend in with the most typically boring American crowds around.
Who knows, maybe you’ll
you'll even spot us at a Mariah Carey concert.
-Jerah Seelinger and Erin Petrello

Pierced my nose!
-Ryan Mcllhenny

Jessica

U
m...Jast
.last year when I bleached my hair and it was blonde on top and dark brown on
Um
want
you want
if you
but if
myself. but
to myself,
strange to
anything strange
bottom....
never done anything
I've never
um ... actually I’ve
bottom .....um...actually
me ....
that's fine with me....
to say that I have some odd part of my body pierced that’s
-Michele Hardeman
Among the strange hair
do’s and clothes, the strangest thing that I have done to my
hairdo's
appearance was pierce my navel. I thought it would hurt, but the pain lasted about
it!!
2 seconds. After that I was fine. I love it!!
-Jessica Reph
Jen
Jen Shaw

M
ondays and Wednesdays, the golf
Mondays
-class takes a swing at connecting -each
ach other
both with the ball and e

A sk P h o e b e
'4.sk

Dear Incorrigible,
Ah, so you have come in contact with
the college bug! Yes, procrastination is
something we all struggle with at one time
you've got it bad? A
or another. You think you’ve
couple times I found myself picking lint
out of the carpet rather than studying for
an upcoming exam! Well, some of us deal
with the pressure better than others, and
you’ll
you'll always meet those people on your
hall who have actually studied for that test
con
for the last three days, steadily and con'em! But the rest
sistently. More power to ‘em!
of us, unfortunately, aren’t
aren't quite that
steady.
First you’d
you're a
you'd better determine if you’re
procrastinator who will eventually get
presthings done better for working under pres
you're a procrastinator who will
sure or if you’re
procrastinate and do things like miss the
latdeadline by a month. If you’re
you're of the lat
ter type, you may want to work on those

Speak Out!

elmer's glue, and hair gel and
I made a conglomeration of eggs, elmer’s
sculpted my hair into big old dreads coming out in all directions
for my intramural volleyball game. We won the game.
-Jessica Lodge

" advice for you
Phoebe -advice

Dear Phoebe,
I can't
can’t help it! I've
I’ve become a horrible,
horrible procrastinator over the last two
years that I spent here at school. Every
time I have an assignment I hang around
my room trying to think of other things to
do. Even when I am consciously trying to
sud
concentrate on the assignment, I will suddenly feel myself be struck with an overover
whelming urge to do something like clean
the sink for the first time since I’ve
I've been
here, or floss my teeth repeatedly. I don't
don’t
understand. Is this really bad? Should I
take the College Life course to correct my
poor study habits? What can I do?
-An incorrigible procrastinator

13

Is this question gender inclusive?
-Sila Tuju
I dressed like MCA from the Beastie Boys for Founders Picture Night.
-Deborah Spiritosanto
I shaved my head in a checkerboard design.
-Robert Wiegers

“study
skills” or get someone steady to
"study skills"
force you to buckle down two nights be
beI cut all my hair off, but I did it because I had to go to boarding
fore. However, if you’re
you're the former type,
school.
aside from some mental anguish that
-Blessing Oguntebi
you’re
Robert
you're unnecessarily putting yourself
through, you probably won’t
won't be any the
if I enter with a feminine name, I am imim I’ve
I've seen girls do it and it does get the jerks
worse for the experience.
Perhaps if you procrastinate because mediately besieged by the equivalent of off their backs, but it also can make people
I've hesitate to talk to them, particularly if they
“go private.”
private." I’ve
Jeering invitations to "go
you’re
you're only creative under pressure you leering
convercould just try to eliminate the worrying- even had a couple people start suggesting have entered in the middle of the conver
hapdon’t
know
what’s
been
hap
what's
don't
and
sation
I
me. However,
about-not-studying stage and enjoy that things that highly irritated mf.
pening.
What
works
the
best,
far
as
most
as
'What
don’t want to give up on the whole thing
time that you’re
you're spending flossing your don't
no-nonthere's a few idiots out there. people say, is to take a light but no-non
teeth . .... or even do something a bit more just because there’s
sense
“You
that’s
just
not my
that's
know,
"You
tone.
I’d
just
rather
find
a
good
way
to
of
rid
get
enjoyable. Well, there are books out on I'd
style—I’m
there
plenty
other
of
are
sure
style-I'm
them.
Do
you
have
any
ideas?
ideas1
the subject. I'd
I’d also suggest looking up
people
who
would
just
LOVE
to
talk
to
-Mystified
in
Mills
assisJab assis
study tips on the Internet. Ask a lab
someyo
u
.
.
.
”
If
that
doesn’t
work
—
and
some
workdoesn't
If
"
...
you
tant how you’d
you'd go about that. (Ah, another
times they even apologize -— then you can
Dear Mystified,
way to procrastinate!)
get a bit more strident. If
If they still don’t
don't
Sounds
like
you’ve
got
the
right
idea
—
you've
It’s
You'll just
It's a highly personal thing. You’ll
get
could
always
leave
and
find
you
it,
the
throw
get
rid
of
the
jerks,
but
don’t
out
don't
have to make sure that whatever method
ananother
place
or
come
back
in
under
an
whole
experience.
people
online
Sure,
of coping you chose actually does work
name.
sides,
to
indulge
their
most
irritating
other
seem
for you. Ask people near you what they
Heck, problems exist even out there in
suggesdo to deal with the pressure —
- that should and for many a person that is a sugges
the
“virtual
Thankfuily you
community." Thankfully
"virtual community.”
the
tive,
crude
However,
through
all
side.
give you some ideas. Indulge your sense '
just
turn
the
if they get
computer
off
can
on
this
subject
(and
if
you’re
you're
advice
varied
of humor, because after all, when else
real
bad—
and
remember,
d
on’t give
don't
bad-and
the
web
thing
you
should
look
this
up
into
would you be washing the storm windows
information
too
quickly.
much
too
people
on
own
—
it’s
length;
in
discussed
it's
your
inside and out?
would
if
hacker
disgusting
a
stink
really
under
“harassment”
on
It
something
or
"harassment"
look
-Phoebe
search engine like Yahoo! or decided to stalk you! All in all, girl, I think
a search
you’ll
Webcrawler), one thing stands
you'll do fine.
Dear Phoebe,
-Phoebe
out.
Usually
are
the
mild-man
mild-manthese
I’ve recently been exposed to the “vir
"virI've
nered
“still
waters
deep”
types
who
deep"
run
"still
tual community”
community" and the world of chat
**Remember, any time that there’s
there's a
**Remember;
rooms online. I really like to go on and would never do or say such things in real
pressing
you
need
to
Phoebe,
Phoebe,
ask
concern
(Otherwise,
wouldn’t
be
irritat
irritatthey
wouldn't
life
talk to people from all over the world, but
reach
her
at
can
instead
the
people
bars
clubs
of
you
and
in
ing
I’ve been running into a sinsin
as a female, I've
“PhoebeCC@aol.com”.
Unless
you
want
".
"PhoebeCC@aol.com
home
computer,
chatting
a
on
sitting
unde1
gularly irritating problem. If
lflI go in undei
us to print it, your name will
wiJJ be kept out
I'm online?). Appeal to their better side.
a gender-neutral name, the first thing I’m
the
article.
mad
works.
of
sometimes
really
Getting
asked is my gender, and once I state it, or

...
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Lions squeak past Scots, 1-0
Covenant's
Covenant’s first Bryan loss in 33 matches
You would have to go several years
back to find the last time a Covenant men's
men’s
soccer team lost two conference games in
one season. You would need to go back

Dave Harkins
Staff Writer

even further to find the last time a Bryan
team even scored a goal on Covenant in a
game.
Both occurred on Oct. 8 at Scotland
Yard as the Scots finally surrendered a
goal to her upstart Lions. Unfortunately,
the Scots could not manage a tally on their
side of the board in dropping their second
conference game of the season, 1-0.
In scoring their first goal on Covenant
in over 12 years, the Lions eliminated any
chance of a Covenant host for the upcom
upcoming November TVAC playoffs. Should
Bryan defeat Bluefield in their final concon
ference match, the Lions would host as
.the #1 seed, and the Scots would come in
at the second seed. A play-off final matchmatch
up would be inevitable should both the
Scots and Lions emerge victorious in their
first round games.
The fateful goal by the Lions came with
9:34 remaining in the first half. A wild
seauence in the Covenant defense third
sequence

resulted in an accurate low shot by Lion
forward Gabe Himmelwright. The shot
slipped just inside the far post beyond a
diving Todd MacMillan, the Scots keeper
who otherwise turned in an impressive
performance.
Covenant was not without offensive
chances, but each opportunity was denied
by the brilliant play of the Lion keeper,
Abe Hadzic. Their best chances came in
the last 20 minutes of the game -— even
without leading scorer Jason Trimmiew
who split his head open late in the first half.
Hadzic answered each Scot blast with a
brilliant save, once even diving into the
post to barely save a high shot.
Josh Good, Kurt Halverson, and AnAn
thony Tucker were all denied on beautiful
shots as Bryan protected the slim lead and,
often the final horn, celebrated the victory
on the Scots home turf.
The Scots have hit a minor slump after
winning six in a row. The young team
needs to find an offensive load. In order to
beat Bryan in what will now be an anticiantici
pated match-up in the play-offs, the Scots
must show composure in their attacking
third.
All streaks eventually come to an end.
Bryan’s back, and
The monkey is now off Bryan's
for the first time in many years, Covenant
could enter a game with the Lions as an
underdog. Time will tell if the Scots can
answer and move on past the TVAC play
playoffs.

Jen Shaw

Sometimes everybcdywants
everybody'NavXs the ball. But only one side can
ca n take It,
it, and that
has usually been the Scots this season.

Covenant Sports Calendar
...

Thursday, Oct.
Oct 17

Home-7:00
Home— 7:00 p.m.

Women's
Women’s Volleyball
Volleyball vs. Lee College

Oct 19
Saturday, Oct.19
Away-2:00
Away— 2:00 p.m.

Men's
Men’s Soccer vs. Piedmont College

Oct 21
Monday, Oct.
Away— 4:00 p.m.
Away-:-4:00

Men’s Soccer vs. Anderson College
Men's

Saturday, Oct.
O ct 26 (Homecoming)

The run-down on the 1996
cross-country teams
The men’s and women's
women’s 1996 crosscross
The·men's
country teams have both been working
very hard this fall and have been repre-

Wil Meiners
WU
Guest Writer

senting our school well, and there have
been some changes to the team to make
for an interesting season.
Scots runners have been given the opop
portunity to practice
practice. once a week on a
track. This has given them a chance to
concentrate on speed workouts and has
been a welcome change from the long
mountain runs. Also, new co-coach Eddie
Hilger, an alumnus of the Covenant crosscross
country team, has been working with
Scots’
coach David Taylor to improve the Scots'
overall performance.
women’s team has put in a lot of
The women's
hard work, turning out an outstanding
of 20 wins and five losses, the best
record of20
record of all the teams at Covenant this
women’s team
fall. New runners for the women's
are Sarah Talarico, Rinnie
R innie Meiners,
M einers,
Rachel Whitehead, and Sarah Knox. Their
team ’s success is
contributions to the team's
greatly appreciated.

men’s team has been doing well,
The men's
but has not yet had a run in which the team
was at full strength. Their record stands at
19 wins and 32 losses. Most notably missmiss
ing is Phil Gelston, an all-conference per
performer last year. He has been sidelined this
season because of stress fractures in his
shins. This has been painful for the team .
as well as for Gelston. "It
“It wouldn't
wouldn’t hurt
so much if it weren't
pain," Phil
weren’t for the pain,”
joked. The men's
men’s team has four new runrun
Wil
ners: Rhett Bentson, Mark Wallace, Wit
Meiners, and Dave Kaufmann. Even in the
midst of sprains and fractures, the team is
learning to work well together. So far this year, the teams have participartici
pated in five meets. Their first was a dual
meet with Lee College hosted by Covenant
on Sept. 2. Both Covenant teams started
off the season well, the men winning 40 to
21 and the women winning 50 to 15.
com
The following weekend, the teams competed in the Carson-Newman Invitational.
The men placed ninth and the women
placed fourth.
On Sept. 21 the team went to the Lee
College Cross-Country Classic where they
trudged through a difficult course to place
fifth for the men and first for the women. ·
The Berea Invitational gave the Scots a
feel for the terrain they would be trekking
in the Regionals. The men placed seventh

Home— 10:00 a.m.
Home-10:00
Home— 10:30 a.m.
Home-10:30
Home-11:30
Home— 11:30 a.m.
Home-2:00
Home— 2:00 p.m.
Home— 3:00 p.m.
Home-3:00

Women’s
Women's Volleyball vs. King College
Cross Country-Covenant
Country—Covenant Invitational
Women’s Soccer vs. Martin Methodist
Women's
Men’s Soccer vs. Tusculum College
Men's
Women's
Women’s Volleyball vs. Milligan College

O ct 29
Tuesday, Oct.
Away-7:00
Away—
7:00 p.m.

Women's
Women’s Volleyball vs. Lee College

Thursday, Oct.
O ct 31
Women’s
Women's Soccer vs. Tusculum College
Women's Volleyball vs. Piedmont College
Women’s

Away— 6:00 p.m.
Away--6:00
Home— 7:00 p.m.
Home-7:00

Saturday, Nov. 2
Country—Mid-South Regionals
Cross Country-Mid-South
Women's
Women’s Volleyball vs. Montreat College

Away—TBA
Away-TBA
Away— 2:00 p.m.
Away-2:00

Tuesday, Nov. 5

Women's Volleyball vs. Piedmont College
Women’s

and the women placed third.
Last Saturday at the Petrel Classic held
men’s
at Oglethorpe University, both the men's
women’s teams finished impressively,
and women's
each taking second place. The women
held off Franklin and Marshall,
M arshall, who
trailed only five points behind. The men
im
demonstrated their teamwork with an impressive five man "pack
“pack attack."
attack.” ·

Away—
7:00 p.m.
Away-7:00

season’s work is geared toto
All of this season's
wards performing well at the Mid-South
Regional Meet on Saturday, Nov. 2 at
Berea College in Berea, Kentucky.
The Homecoming meet on Oct. 26 will
give students another chance to see the
team in action. The meet starts at 10:30
the race should contact Coach Taylor for
more information.
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nt Sweepe
Covenant
Sweeperr Teddy Sinn
Super Scot: Covena
Teddy came to Covenant against his
will. It was his father’s
father's decision. The tight
friendships he found on the soccer team
have helped keep him here all four years.
His first semester, Teddy
played on the varsity team as a
substitute.
substitute ..Spring semester he
posecured his current starting po
Cory Carpenter
sition at sweeper.
Guest Writer
year's
As captain of this year’s
squad, Teddy feels that the
three inch Teddy Sinn to hold the Scots team has great skill despite
defense together. If you have ever come their youth and that they have
confer
recog- the potential to win the conferto a varsity match, you would have recog
nize Sinn as "the
“the last man back, the tall ence. Sinn especially enjoys
one,”
in the opportunity to play with the
one," who has been a consistent and intimidating performer for the Scots since younger players and to help
guide them as a team. That sort
he came to Covenant three years ago.
The road to Covenant has been a long of dedication is what separates
one for Sinn, who began playing soccer at Sinn from the crowd. When
age four and has been involved in some asked how he viewed soccer in
resort of competitive sport ever since then. his college career, Teddy re
level."
this
at
job
a
“It’s
level.”
Teddy played, competitive soccer (club) plied, "It's
Sinn admits that he does not
playthroughout high school in addition to play
so
Chris- know what his college and soing on the varsity team at Southside Chris
tian School in Greenville, South Carolina. cial life would be like without
col"For all of my col
In his freshman year of high school, Teddy the game. “For
I couldn't
soccer.
played
I've
couldn’t
po- lege career, I ’ve
tyam and secured a starting po
made the team
life,
social
my
it's affected
sition at outside fullback. He then switched tell you how it’s
It's
life.
It’s
to the midfield during his sophomore year, because soccer has been my social
I
and later changed position yet again to going to be interesting to see what do
forI'm looking for
sweeper, where he remained during his with this coming spring. I’m
a
play
to
junior and senior years. In light of the ward to having a little extra time
knows?"
m
any pposition
o sition changes, Sinn said, little more golf. Who knows?”
many
beTeddy says soccer has helped him be
home."
“Sweeper is where I feel most at home.”
"Sweeper

For the past three years, Coach Brian
Crossman has relied on one man as the
men's soccer
line of defense for the men’s
last line
team. It is not too difficult to see why
Crossman has come to depend on six foot,

eat Bryan,
defeat
Lady Scots def
earn post-se
post-season
ason spot
The Lady Scots volleyball team secured
Atha berth in the 1996 Tennessee Valley Ath
letic Conference tournament Oct. 8 by

Sarah Sligh
Staff Writer
defeating rival Bryan College, three sets
to one.
Covenant had already faced the Lady
Lions twice this season, coming away with
one win and one loss. Coming into the
match, the two schools were tied for fourth
place in the conference standings, and a
victory would result in an opportunity for
post-season play for the winning team.
From the outset of the game, the Lady
Scots showed intensity and teamwork as
they compensated for the loss of injured
hitter Lisa Franklin. They came out strong
in the first game, hitting aggressively and
winning handily. Refusing to bow out
quietly, the Lady Lions came alive in the
enthusisecond game, as their noisy and enthusi
astic fans cheered them to victory. The
Lady Scots, undaunted, bounced back for
a win in the third game. After a long and
intense fourth game, the Scots emerged
victorious.
The Lady Scots played with enthusienthusi
asm and emotion, led by the relentless
blocking of junior Heather McCauley and
sophomore Sarah Vonhof, as well as many
kills and digs by seniors Ashley Brown
and Amy Huffine and freshman Jenny

satisfyDavis. The victory was especially satisfy
ing to first year coach Kimberly Hays,
who, ironically, is an alumni of Bryan
College.
The Lady Scots will return to Scotland
Court on Thursday, Oct. 17 against Lee
College at 7 p.m. Following fall break,
they will be playing two matches on SatSat
urday, Oct. 26 against conference oppooppo
nents Milligan College and King College.

that in spite of all the hard work, it has
kid."
given him a "last
“last chance to be a kid.”
Teddy feels that his education would
probe incomplete without soccer. It has pro
mavided him with a place to ma
ture away from
fro~ the classroom.
“Covenant has a good balance
"Covenant
between Christian education
maand personal freedom to ma
ture on your own. It provides
experience," he
for a great total experience,”
explained.
psyTeddy is majoring in psy
busichology and minoring jn
in busi
ness. His future plans are to
graduate in May and eventually
go to graduate school. He is
currently involved with the
telecommunicalong distance telecommunica
tions company, Excel, and
plans to pursue this as a full
time career, using his current
ties as a stepping stone into the
company.
You may not know Tedrick
can’t help J:>ut
but
Sinn, but you can't
commit
admire the level of commitoppor- ment he has displayed to Covenant over
nity. Soccer has also given him the oppor
work- the past four years. Teddy has become a
tunity to travel and to experience life work
ing tightly with others in both stressful and leader who commands the respect of his
joyful times. Not that soccer has been all teammates as well as the entire Covenant
work for Sinn. He was quick to point out community.

come disciplined and responsible with his
deout." He also de
"day in and day out.”
time “day
scribed how it has given him solid friendfriend
commuships and a place to fit into the commu

STUDENT
ENTREPRENEURS
ENTREPRENEURS
HIGHLY PROFITABLE,
LOW COST EAR
PIERCING BUSINESS,
LET'S YOU EARN
HUNDREDS OF $$$ ON
YOUR OWN SCHEDULE.
simple. It's safe and
It's sjmple.
insurance is provided.
Can be done at:
•• Dorms
•• Greek Houses
•• Campus Shops
•• Retail
Shops
..,!
•• Flea Markets
•• Door-to-Door
•• Holidays,
Spring Break, etc.
For information call:
1- 800- 543-9488
1-800-543-9488
FAX 714-855-8233

Jerusalem
University
College
•
• Master of Arts
•1graduate or undergraduate
semester abroad
•
• short-term academic
study programs
•• credits transferable
• Biblical History
•■New Testament Backgrounds
• Middle Eastern Studies
• Historical Geography
• Hebrew Bible Translation
• Hebrew Language

Jerusalem Campus
formerly: Institute of Holy Land Studies

1-800-891-9408

http://www.jhewitt.com
om
http://www.jhewitt.c

TTERM
erm PAPER
P a p e r RESEARCH
R e s e a r c h EXCHANGE
E xchange
We
provide customized(origonal)
customized(origonal) research for
We provide
term papers,
papers, reports, and assignments.
term.
DEGREES
Professional W
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ith A
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egrees
ADVANCED
WITH
WruTERS
PROFESSIONAL
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History •• Psychology •• Sociology •• Literature
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C o m p a ra tiv e Religions •• Humanities Electives
Comparative
~
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Fine Arts
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Presuppositional Classical
continued from page 10

continued from page 10

God. His apologetic approach begins with
crethe ontological Trinity, the God of cre
Savior of the world (v. 24). Paul
ation, and Saviorofthe
knew that their reasoning was false, but
he also knew that they had a knowledge
of God and that in their unrighteousness
they were exchanging the one true God
God," a lie.
“unknown God,”
for an "unknown

redempnot escape truths such as creation, redemp
tion, absolutes such as the law of
noncontradiction, or the effects of the Fall.
The world points the unbeliever, inescapinescap
ably, to God Himself. Presuppositionalism
denies this as legitimate, claiming the only
as
legitimate argument is to demand we asbesume that God exists from the start, be
infore reasoning. But the unbeliever is in
herently unable to do this.
Before we jump on the Van Til Van, we
methmust compare the two apologetical meth
ods. We must discover which method asks ·
something of the unbeliever he can actuactu
ally do, which is most consistent with the
God-ordained laws of logic, and, most
importantly, which preserves the fullness
of biblical teaching and conforms to the
method presented in Scripture.

a

Ultimate Power in the Holy Spirit
The Christian apologist cannot toy with
the rationality of the unbeliever without
becoming one himself. He must begin with
God and reason only from the Scriptures.
sup
He must remind the unbeliever of his suppression of the truth of God and must call
him to repentance. In the final analysis it
is not our clever apologetics that wins the
Christianunbeliever over to the side of Christian
ity; it is solely the work of the Holy Spirit
who can change the heart of man.

Art
continued from page 9

Testimonies
continued, from page 11
continued
should get the glory, not us.
A Christian testimony bespeaks Christ.
Only if it testifies to the redemptive work
of Christ, outside of us, in history, can it
be a witness to the work of the Spirit in
His "enabling
“enabling us more and more to die
righteousness.”
unto sin and live unto righteousness."
Christ’s
Christ's work, two thousand years ago,
fifteen minutes west of Jerusalem, on a hill
that's the focus!
called Golgotha -— that’s

Implications for Sunday Worship
Testimonies were given primarily by the
priests in the Old Testament and the
apostles in the New. It follows, then, that
"testi~ony" to be given to us as a
the only “testimony”
“witness” from God in corporate worship
"witness"
on the Lord's
Lord’s Day should be the preach
preaching of the Word and the administration of
the sacraments. The Word of God is the
inerrant "testimony"
“testimony” of not simply the re
redemptive acts of God but the Redeemer
Himself. The Lord’s
Lord's Supper is the tangible
testimony of the redemptive love of God
for His covenant people, pointing irrevo
irrevocably to the death of Christ and the hope
of heaven for all who obediently trust his
grace. Baptism is the covenant pointer
whereby God seals his loved ones and their
children into the blessing procured by
Christ’s resurrection, a glorious testimony
Christ's
to God’s
God's redemptive faithfulness: not one
of His children will be lost.
If those realities are not testimony
. . . may I be so bold as to
enough for you ...
- examine yourselves to see if you
say —
be in the faith.
faith .
Witnesses’ Reaction to Testimonies
Witnesses'
tesLet us therefore bear witness to the tes
timony of God's
God’s free grace in the selfless
ministry of Jesus Christ by imitating His
humility in a life characterized by service
on behalf of others. Then we will be a
good witness to the testimony of the Risen
Christ.

College
Covenant Colle2e
c/o Bagpipe
do
Lookout Mtn., GA 30750

I grew up listening
15.1
started when I was 15.
to so many different rock and roll songs:
CDs, radio stations and MTV. It's
It’s just
we’re at musically; we like this
where we're
somewe'll do some
style. Maybe in the future we’ll
thing else.

M: Do you intend to stick with this style,
or do you see yourselves going in a new
direction musically?
NovemJean: Our new album, out in Novem
previber, has a little more edge than the previ
we're a little softer, a
ous albums where we’re
We're adding a little
little more mellow. We’re
music
m
ore edge to our m
usic as we go. I
more
wouldn't
wouldn’t say we're
we’re getting more hard rock
or heavy metal but we are writing music
that’s more intense
intense.....
. . . Why shouldn't
shouldn’t
that's
Christians be passionate about the music
they play? We’re
We're more driven because of
we're targeting -— we never
the world we’re
what's going
want to be out of touch with what’s
on. We don’t
don't listen to secular music as far
as buying tapes and listening to it all day
long, but we do once in a while hear about
a band that’s
that's really popular and buy their
tape and ask why is this band so worth it?
I believe that secular music, music that is
not Christian, has power to affect what we
think about and even sometimes what we
do. It can encourage us in the wrong way.
Secular music can be dangerous. As a
don't want people to
Christian musician I don’t
“This sounds like Christian
ever think, "This
it."
don't like it. It has a sound to it.”
music. I don’t
. . . I want people to say, this is Christian,
...
but
can't believe it. It still has some heart
but!I can’t
to it, some passion.

Catholic Christianity.
Some Christians have called for more
involvement in the culture by the church.
However, usually when Christian leaders
have called for a Christian presence in the
arts or media, what they have actually had
in mind is the making of gospel propapropa
ganda or so-called family entertainment
that embodies what they are pleased to call
"traditional
“traditional values."
values.” More often than not,
what these offerings turn out to be is
middle-class pablum that will offend no
think; mean nothing,
one, cause no one to think,
M: Do you intend to be so spiritual or
and leave its audience as comfortable and does it just happen that way?
mindless as before they were fleetingly
entertained by it. In other words, the "tra“tra
Jean: I guess we can't
can’t write anything
ditional values”
values" turn out to be the values else. To be honest with you, we definitely
of the 1950's
1950’s middle America, not the far would be scared to be like those spiritual
attimore robust traditions of Western culture. guys that have this holier-than-thou atti
What most Christians seem to crave when tude, or we’d
hate
to
be
that
spiritual
so
we'd
they call for a Christian presence in the nobody could relate to what we say. So
arts is a return to middle American sentisenti we never want to be out of touch, like I
mentality, the kind of sentimentality that said, with what people are actually going
confuses virtue with niceness. This is a through. You don't
don’t have money for your
long way from the expressionist realism rent, or your boy/girl friend just yelled at
we find in the Bible itself, a long way from you -— we want to be able to relate to those
a concept of truth that traditional Jesuit and issues, because we go through alot of those
Calvinist scholarship once would have things ourselves. I just don't
don’t see how we
defended as the basis for a self-confident
self-confident could write anything else. I haven't
haven’t tried
Western civilization.
civilization.
I’ve thought,
to write anything else, but I've
“Why would someone not write about the
"Why
says?” For me it
truth and what the Bible says?"
just comes natural -— not to sound pious .
. . If it was my last day, and this past alal
..
bum was my last record, the only thing I
continued from page 4
would want people to remember about us,
into the presence of God, worshipping about this album, is that it was telling them
don't think
Him as we play and then hope that everyevery how to know God, because I don’t
...
one will gather with us as we worship the anything else is important. ...
Lord and that those who don’t
don't know him
philoso
will be attracted to that whole thing.
M: Do you have any spiritual philosoThere’s a spiritual dynamic when we play, phy that connects your songs? A statement
There's
and we are aware that God first wants us of faith?
to be true to Him, because we can't
can’t exex
I’m thinking of one statement, I
pect anybody to be.
Jean: I'm
don’t
don't know if it really sums up anything:
M:
M : Why did you choose this particular only one life to go through we pass only
with love for Christ will last. We realize
style of music?
that life is short and it goes so fast. ...
...
trea
It’s exactly what we like to play. I The Bible talks about storing your treaJean: It's

Kry

sures in heaven, so we try to stock up in
heaven. With what we do we can actually
tell people the truth, and that drives us, I
think, to see people give their lives to Jesus
...
. .. To see God change them and give them
a new heart. That's
That’s what keeps us going,
because I don't
don’t know if we’d
we'd travel as
didn’t see the lives
much as we do if we didn't
that are changed. I think that is the reason
that's why God keeps a
why we live, that’s
Christian on the earth. Paul says to be the
salt of the earth, the light of the world.
Why would He keep us here otherwise?
Who would want to stay here if he had a
chance to go to heaven as soon as he got
saved
saved.....
. . . I think everybody would say,
That'd be
"Yeah, I'd
“Yeah,
I’d love to go right now. That’d
fine with me!"
me!” But God keeps us here ...
...
with the purpose of sharing his word with
musiyou're a musi
the world
world.....
. . . [Whether] you’re
any
cian, a farmer, a grocery store clerk, anywhere you are -— when you live your life
that's
you can be a witness to God, and that’s
reaThat's our rea
why we’re
we're here on earth. That’s
Him
son to live: to know God and to make Hirn
known

M: How's
How’s your hearing?
Yves: What's
What’s that?
M: YOUR HEARING?
It's gone,
It's pretty bad. It’s
Jean: Huh? It’s
probably half way at least. At night I get
this noise in my ears, and it used to go
away,-you
away — you know how when you go to a
concert and for a while you hear it, but
the next day it’s
it's gone? Well, when you get
you’ve played for so long, it
older, and you've
never goes away. But in heaven I know
reI’ll have a new fresh pair, so it doesn't
doesn’t re
I'll
ally bother me.

M: Heaven: perpetual worship or etereter
nal orgasm?
Jean: It’s
It's neither one nor the other. To
put it simply, heaven is where God is. God
He’s awesome, He's
He’s loving -—
perfect~ He's
is perfect;
He’s all the good things. As for what we're
we’re
He's
going to do in heaven, nobody can tell,
because God didn't
didn’t tell us. The Bible does
tell us that heaven is an awesome place
sor
there's no more tears, no more sorwhere there’s
row, no more death. God knew nothing on
this earth could compare to the pleasure
we’re
can't tell
we're going to have in heaven. I can’t
you what we’ll
do___I
be
webe
thinkwe
don'tthink
.... Idon’t
we'll do
playing harps for a million years. I do think
we’ll be singing a whole lot, because we'll
we’ll
we'll
be so thankful to be there we'
we’re
re going to
spend alot of time just thanking the Lord
through songs. Think of billions and bil
billions of people singing at one time, in key,
in tune. That will be so awesome! . .. .. A
good book about heaven is Heaven by Joni
Erickson Tada. This book helped me so
much with my fear..
. . You’ll
You'll be able to
fear. . ..
hear things you've
you’ve never heard, see things
you’ve
you've never seen, whole new dimensions.
...
you've
You'll be able to hear music like you’ve
... You’ll
never heard before; stereo will be a jo
k e..
..
joke

M: Last words?
Jean: Jesus loves you.

